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                                                                         Abstract 
 
This paper is a review of some interesting results that has been obtained in the study of the 
categories of A-branes on the dual Hitchin fibers and some interesting phenomena associated with 
the endoscopy in the geometric Langlands correspondence of various authoritative theoretical 
physicists and mathematicians.  
The geometric Langlands correspondence has been interpreted as the mirror symmetry of the 
Hitchin fibrations for two dual reductive groups. This mirror symmetry reduces to T-duality on the 
generic Hitchin fibers. Also from this work we’ve showed that can be obtained interesting and new 
mathematical connections with some sectors of Number Theory and String Theory, principally with 
the modular elliptic curves, p-adic and adelic numbers and p-adic and adelic strings. 
In the Section 1, we have described some equations regarding the Galois group and Abelian class 
field theory, automorphic representations of GL2(AQ) and modular forms, adèles and vector 
bundles. In the Section 2, we have showed some equations regarding the moduli spaces of SL2 and 
SO3 Higgs bundles on an elliptic curve with tame ramification at one point. In the Section 3, we 
have showed some equations regarding the action of the Wilson and ‘t Hooft/Hecke operators on 
the electric and magnetic branes relevant to geometric endoscopy. In the Section 4, we have 
described the Hecke eigensheaves and the notion of fractional Hecke eigensheaves. In the Section 
5, we have described some equations concerning the local and global Langlands correspondence. In 
the Section 6, we have described some equations regarding the automorphic functions associated to 
the fractional Hecke eigensheaves. In the Section 7, we have showed some equations concerning 
the modular elliptic curves belonging at the proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem. In the Section 8, we 
have showed some equations concerning the p-adic and adelic numbers and the p-adic and adelic 
strings. In the Section 9, we have described the P-N Model (Palumbo-Nardelli model) and the 
Ramanujan identities, solution applied to ten dimensional IIB supergravity (uplifted 10-dimensional 
solution) and connections with some equations concerning the Riemann zeta function. 
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In conclusion, in the Section 10, we have described the possible mathematical connections obtained 
between some equations regarding the various sections.  
 
 
 
   
 
1. Galois group and Abelian class field theory, automorphic representations of GL2(AQ) 
and modular forms, adèles and vector bundles. [1] 
 
With regard the entire group ( )FFGal / , it has been known for some time what is the maximal 
abelian quotient of ( )FFGal / . This quotient is naturally identified with the Galois group of the 
maximal abelian extension abF  of F . By definition, abF  is the largest of all subfields of F  whose 
Galois group is abelian. For QF = , the classical Kronecker-Weber theorem says that the maximal 
abelian extension abQ  is obtained by adjoining to Q  all roots of unity. In other words, abQ  is the 
union of all cyclotomic fields ( )NQ ζ . Therefore we obtain that the Galois group ( )QQGal ab /  is 
isomorphic to the inverse limit of the groups ( )×NZZ /  with respect to the system of surjections 
( ) ( )×× → MZZNZZp MN //:,  for M  dividing N : 
 
                                                    
( ) ( )×
←
≅ NZZQQGal ab /lim/ .   (1.1) 
 
By definition, an element of this inverse limit is a collection ( ),Nx  1>N , of elements of ( )×NZZ /  
such that ( ) MNMN xxp =,  for all pairs MN ,  such that M  divides N . This inverse limit may be 
described more concretely using the notion of p-adic numbers. Recall that if p  is a prime, the a p-
adic number is an infinite series of the form 
 
                                                  ...
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1 +++
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k papapa ,   (1.2) 
 
where each ka  is an integer between 0 and 1−p , and we choose Zk ∈  in such a way that 0≠ka . 
One defines addition and multiplication of such expressions by “carrying” the result of powerwise 
addition and multiplication to the next power. One checks that with respect to these operations the 
p-adic numbers form a field denoted by pQ . It contains the subring pZ  of p-adic integers 
which consists of the above expressions with 0≥k . It is clear that pQ  is the field of fractions of 
pZ . Note that the subring of pZ  consisting of all finite series of the form (1.2) with 0≥k  is just the 
ring of integers Z . The resulting embedding pZZ a  gives rise to the embedding pQQ a . It is 
important to observe that pQ  is in fact a completion of Q . To see that, define a norm p⋅  on Q  by 
the formula k
p
k pbap −=/ , where ba,  are integers relatively prime to p . With respect to this 
norm kp  becomes smaller and smaller as +∞→k . That is why the completion of Q  with respect 
to this norm is the set of all infinite series of the form (1.2), going in the wrong direction. This is 
precisely the field pQ . This norm extends uniquely to pQ , with the norm of the p-adic number (1.2) 
being equal to kp− . In fact, according to Ostrowski’s theorem, any completion of Q  is isomorphic 
to either pQ  or to the field R  of real numbers.  
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Now observe that if  pmp pN Π=  is the prime factorization of N , then  ZpZNZZ p
m
p // Π≅ . Let 
Zˆ  be the inverse limit of the rings NZZ /  with respect to the natural surjections MZZNZZ // →  
for M  dividing N : 
                                                       ∏≅=
←
p
pZNZZZ /limˆ .   (1.3) 
 
It follows that 
                          
( )∏
←
≅
p
rZpZZ /limˆ ,  hence   ≅≅= ∏
←
p
pZNZZZ /limˆ ( )∏
←
p
r ZpZ /lim , 
 
where the inverse limit in the brackets is taken with respect to the natural surjective homomorphism 
ZpZZpZ sr // → ,  sr > . So we find that 
 
                                                                  ∏≅
p
pZZˆ .   (1.4) 
 
Note that Zˆ  defined above is actually a ring. The Kronecker-Weber theorem (1.1) implies that 
( )QQGal ab /  is isomorphic to the multiplicative group ×Zˆ  of invertible elements of the ring Zˆ . But 
we find from (1.4) that ×Zˆ  is nothing but the direct product of the multiplicative group ×pZ  of 
the rings of p-adic integers where p  runs over the set of all primes. We thus conclude that   
 
                                                  
( ) ∏ ×× ≅≅
p
p
ab ZZQQGal ˆ/ .   (1.5) 
 
The abelian class field theory (ACFT) describes its Galois group ( )FFGal ab / , which is the 
maximal abelian quotient of ( )FFGal / . It states that ( )FFGal ab /  is isomorphic to the group of 
connected components of the quotient ×× FAF \ . Here ×FA  is the multiplicative group of invertible 
elements in the ring FA  of adèles of F , which is a subring in the direct product of all 
completions of F . We define the adèles first in the case when QF = . In this case, the 
completions of Q  are the fields pQ  of p-adic numbers, where p  runs over the set of all primes 
p , and the field R  of real numbers. Hence the ring QA  is a subring of the direct product of 
the fields pQ . More precisely, elements of QA  are the collections ( )( )∞∈ ff Ppp , , where pp Qf ∈  and 
Rf ∈
∞
, satisfying the condition that pp Zf ∈  for all but finitely many p ’s. It follows from the 
definition that  
 
                                                              
( ) RQZA ZQ ×⊗≅ ˆ . 
 
We give the ring Zˆ  defined by (1.3) the topology of direct product, Q  the discrete topology and R  
its usual topology. This defines QA  the structure of topological ring on QA . Note that we have a 
diagonal embedding QAQ a  and the quotient 
 
                                                               
( )ZRZAQ Q /ˆ\ ×≅  
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is compact. This is in fact the reason for the above condition that almost all pf ’s belong to pZ . We 
also have the multiplicative group ×QA  of invertible adèles (also called idèles) and a natural 
diagonal  embedding of groups ×× QAQ a . In the case when QF = , the statement of ACFT is that 
( )QQGal ab /  is isomorphic to the group of connected components of the quotient ×× QAQ \ . It is not 
difficult to see that 
                                                         ∏ >××× ×≅
p
pQ RZAQ 0\ .   (1.6) 
 
Hence the group of its connected components is isomorphic to ∏ ×
p
pZ , in agreement with the 
Kronecker-Weber theorem. 
Now we discuss cuspidal automorphic representations of ( ) ( )QAGLAGL 22 =  and how to relate them 
to classical modular forms on the upper half-plane. We will then consider the two-dimensional 
representations of ( )QQGal /  arising from elliptic curves defined over Q  and look at what the 
Langlands correspondence means for such representations. In this special case the Langlands 
correspondence becomes the statement of the Taniyama-Shimura conjecture which implies 
Fermat’s last theorem. The cuspidal automorphic representations of ( )AGL2  are those irreducible 
representations of this group which occur in the discrete spectrum of a certain space of functions on 
the quotient ( ) ( )AGLQGL 22 \ . 
We start by introducing the maximal compact subgroup ( )AGLK 2⊂  which is equal to ( ) 22 OZGL pp ×Π .  Let z  be the center of the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra 2gl . 
Then z  is the polynomial algebra in the central element 2glI ∈  and the Casimir operator 
 
                                               +−−+ ++= XXXXXC 2
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are basis elements of 22 glsl ⊂ . 
Consider the space of functions of  ( ) ( )AGLQGL 22 \  which are locally constant as functions on ( )fAGL2 , where ppf QA 'Π= , and smooth as functions on ( )RGL2 . Such functions are called 
smooth. The group ( )AGL2  acts on this space by right translations: 
 
                                                   ( )( ) ( )hgfhfg =⋅ ,      ( )AGLg 2∈ . 
 
In particular, the subgroup ( ) ( )AGLRGL 22 ⊂ , and hence its complexified Lie algebra 2gl  and the 
universal enveloping algebra of the latter also act. The group ( )AGL2  has the center ( ) ×≅ AAZ  
which consists of all diagonal matrices. For a character ( ) ×→ CAZ:χ  and a complex number ρ  let 
 
                                                           
( ) ( )( )AGLQGL 22, \ρχC  
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be the space of smooth functions ( ) ( ) CAGLQGLf →22 \:  satisfying the following additional 
requirements: 
(i) ( K -finiteness) the (right) translates of f  under the action of elements of the compact 
subgroup K  span a finite-dimensional vector space; 
(ii) (central character) ( ) ( ) ( )gfzgzf χ=  for all ( )AGLg 2∈ , ( )AZz ∈ , and ffC ρ=⋅ , 
where C  is the Casimir element (1.7): 
(iii) (growth) f  is bounded on ( )AGLn ; 
(iv) (cuspidality)  0
10
1
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The space ( ) ( )( )AGLQGL 22, \ρχC  is a representation of the group  
 
                                                        
( ) ( )∏=
)(
22 '
primep
p
f QGLAGL    (1.8) 
 
and the Lie algebra 2gl , whose actions commute with each other. In addition, the subgroup 2O  of 
( )RGL2  acts on it, and the action of 2O  is compatible with the action of 2gl  making it into a module 
over the so-called Harish-Chandra pair ( )22 ,Ogl . It is known that ( ) ( )( )AGLQGL 22, \ρχC  is a direct 
sum of irreducible representations of ( ) 22 glAGL f × , each occurring with multiplicity one. The 
irreducible representations occurring in these spaces are called the cuspidal automorphic 
representations of ( )AGL2 . An irreducible cuspidal  automorphic representation pi  may be written 
as a restricted infinite tensor product 
                                                             
∞
⊗⊗= pipipi pprimep ')( ,   (1.9) 
 
where ppi  is an irreducible representation of ( )pQGL2  and ∞pi  is a 2gl -module. For all but finitely 
many primes p , the representation ppi  is unramified, which means that it contains a non-zero 
vector invariant under the maximal compact subgroup ( )pZGL2  of ( )pQGL2 . This vector is then 
unique up to a scalar. Let us choose ( )pZGL2 -invariant vectors pv  at all unramified primes p . 
Then the vector space (1.9) is the restricted infinite tensor product in the sense that it consists of 
finite linear combinations of vectors of the form 
∞
⊗⊗ wwpp , where pp vw =  for all but finitely 
many prime numbers p . It is clear from the definition of  pp
f QA 'Π=   that the group ( )fAGL2   
acts on it. Suppose now that p  is one of the primes at which ppi  is ramified, so ppi  does not 
contain ( )pZGL2 -invariant vectors. Then it contains vectors invariant under smaller compact 
subgroups of ( )pZGL2 . 
Let us assume for simplicity that 1≡χ . Then one shows that there is a unique, up to a scalar, non-
zero vector in ppi invariant under the compact subgroup 
 
                                            






≡





= p
n
p Zpcdc
ba
K pmod0|'    (1.10) 
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for some positive integer pn . Let us choose such a vector pv  at all primes where pi  is ramified. In 
order to have uniform notation, we will set 0=pn  at those primes at which ppi  is unramified, so at 
such primes we have ( )pp ZGLK 2' = . Let ∏= p pKK '' . Thus, we obtain that the space of 'K -
invariants in pi  is the subspace 
 
                                                              
∞∞
⊗⊗= pipi pp v~ ,   (1.11) 
 
which carries an action of ( )22 ,Ogl . The space ∞pi~  of 'K -invariant vectors in pi  is realized in the 
space of functions on the double quotient ( ) ( ) '/\ 22 KAGLQGL . 
Now we use the strong approximation theorem to obtain the following useful statement. Let us set 
∏= p n ppN  and consider the subgroup 
 
                                                  
( )






≡





=Γ NZc
dc
ba
N mod0|0  
 
of ( )ZSL2 . Then 
                                        ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )RGLNKAGLQGL +Γ≅ 2022 \'/\ ,   (1.12) 
 
where ( )RGL+2  consists of matrices with positive determinant. Thus, the smooth functions on 
( ) ( )AGLQGL 22 \  corresponding to vectors in the space ∞pi~  given by (1.11) are completely 
determined by their restrictions to the subgroup ( )RGL+2  of ( ) ( )AGLRGL 22 ⊂ . 
Consider the case when 
∞
pi  is a representation of the discrete series of ( ) ( )( )2,2 OCgl . In this case 
( ) 4/2−= kkρ , where k  is an integer greater than 1. Then, as an 2sl -module, ∞pi  is the direct sum 
of the irreducible Verma module of highest weight k−  and the irreducible Verma module with 
lowest weight k . The former is generated by a unique, up to a scalar, highest weight vector 
∞
v  such 
that 
                                                  
∞∞
−=⋅ kvvX 0 ,      0=⋅ ∞+ vX , 
 
and the latter is generated by the lowest weight vector  
∞
⋅





−
v
10
01
. 
Thus, the entire ( )Rgl2 -module ∞pi  is generated by the vector ∞v , and so we focus on the function 
on ( ) ( )RSLN 20 \Γ  corresponding to this vector. Let piφ  be the corresponding function on ( )RSL2 . 
By construction, it satisfies 
                                                     ( ) ( )gg pipi φγφ = ,      ( )N0Γ∈γ , 
                                     
( )geg ik piθpi φθθ
θθφ =












− cossin
sincos
      piθ 20 ≤≤ . 
 
We assign to piφ  a function pif  on the upper half-plane 
 
                                                          { }0Im| >∈= ττ CH . 
 
Recall that ( ) 22 / SORSLH ≅  under the correspondence 
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                                                  ( ) H
dic
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
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We define a function pif  on ( ) 22 / SORSL  by the formula 
 
                                                                
( ) ( )( )kdciggf += φpi . 
 
When written as a function of τ , the function f  satisfies the conditions  
 
                               ( ) ( )ττ
τ
τ
pipi fdcdc
baf k+=





+
+
,      ( )N
dc
ba
0Γ∈





.   (1.13) 
 
In addition, the “highest weight condition” 0=⋅
∞+ vX  is equivalent to pif  being a holomorphic 
function of τ . Such functions are called modular forms of weight k  and level N . 
Thus, we have attached to an automorphic representation pi  of ( )AGL2  a holomorphic modular 
form pif  of weight k  and level N  on the upper half-plane. We expand it in the Fourier series 
 
                                              ( ) ∑
∞
=
=
0n
n
nqaqfpi ,      τpiieq 2= .   (1.14) 
 
The cuspidality condition on pi  means that pif  vanishes at the cusps of the fundamental domain of 
the action of ( )N0Γ  on H . Such modular forms are called “cusp forms”. In particular, it vanishes at 
0=q  which corresponds to the cusp ∞= iτ , and so we have 00 =a . Further, it can shown that 
01 ≠a , and we will normalize pif  by setting 11 =a . The eq. (1.14) in related also to the following 
conjecture: for each elliptic curve E  over Q  there should exist a modular cusp form 
 
                                                                ( ) ∑∞
=
=
1n
n
nE qaqf , 
 
with 11 =a  and  
                                                         
( )pp FEpa #1−+=    (1.14b) 
 
for all but finitely many primes p . This is in fact the statement of the celebrated Taniyama-
Shimura conjecture that has recently proved by A. Wiles and others. It implies Fermat’s Last 
Theorem. 
The normalized modular cusp form ( )qfpi  contains all the information about the automorphic 
representation pi . In particular, it “knows” about the Hecke eigenvalues of pi . 
Let us give the definition the Hecke operators. This is a local question that has to do with the local 
factor ppi  in the decomposition (1.9) of pi  at a prime p , which is a representation of ( )pQGL2 . 
Suppose that ppi  is unramified, i.e., it contains a unique, up to a scalar, vector pv  that is invariant 
under the subgroup ( )pZGL2 . Then it is an eigenvector of the spherical Hecke algebra pΗ  which is 
the algebra of compactly supported ( )pZGL2  bi-invariant functions on ( )pQGL2 , with respect to the 
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convolution product. This algebra is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra in two generators pH ,1  
and pH ,2 , whose action on pv  is given by the formulas 
 
              
( )( )∫ ⋅=⋅ pZM pppp dgvgvH 12,1 ρ ,   (1.15)      ( )( )∫ ⋅=⋅ pZM pppp dggvH 22,2 ρρ ,   (1.16) 
 
where ( )→pp ZGL2:ρ End ppi  is the representation homomorphism, ( ) 2,1,2 =iZM pi   are the double 
cosets 
                    
( ) ( ) ( )ppp ZGLpZGLZM 2212 10
0






= ,      ( ) ( ) ( )ppp ZGLp
p
ZGLZM 22
2
2 0
0






=  
 
in ( )pQGL2 , and we use the Haar measure on ( )pQGL2  normalized so that the volume of the 
compact subgroup ( )pZGL2  is equal to 1. 
Since the integrals are over ( )pZGL2 -cosets, pp vH ⋅,1  and pp vH ⋅,2  are ( )pZGL2 -invariant vectors, 
hence proportional to pv . Under our assumption that the center ( )AZ  acts trivially on ( )1≡χpi  we 
have pp vvH =⋅2 . But the eigenvalue ph ,1  of pH ,1  on pv  is an important invariant of ppi . This 
invariant is defined for all primes p  at which pi  is unramified. These are precisely the Hecke 
eigenvalues. 
Now we should consider automorphic representations of the adèlic group ( )AGLn . Here FAA =  is 
the ring of adèles of F , defined in the same way as in the number field case. For any closed point 
x  of X , we denote by xF  the completion of F  at x  and by xΟ  its ring of integers. If we pick a 
rational function xt  on X  which vanishes at x  to order one, then we obtain isomorphisms 
( )( )xxx tkF ≅  and [ ][ ]xxx tk≅Ο , where xk  is the residue field of x  (the quotient of the local ring xΟ  
by its maximal ideal). This field is a finite extension of the base field k  and hence is isomorphic to 
xq
F , where xx qq
deg
= . The ring A  of adèles of F  is by definition the restricted product of the 
fields xF , where x  runs over the set of all closed points of X .  
Note that ( )FGLn  is naturally a subgroup of ( )AGLn . Let K  be the maximal compact subgroup 
( )∏ ∈ Ο= Xx xnGLK  of ( )AGLn . The group ( )AGLn  has the center ( ) ×≅ AAZ  which consists of the 
diagonal matrices. Let ( ) ×→ CAZ:χ  be a character of ( )AZ  which factors through a finite quotient 
of ( )AZ . Denote by ( ) ( )( )AGLFGL nn \χC  the space of locally constant functions 
( ) ( ) CAGLFGLf nn →\:  satisfying the following additional requirements: 
 
(i) ( K -finiteness) the (right) translates of f  under the action of elements of the compact 
subgroup K  span a finite-dimensional vector space; 
(ii) (central character) ( ) ( ) ( )gfzgzf χ=  for all ( ),AGLg n∈  ( )AZz ∈ ; 
(iii) (cuspidality) let 2,1 nnN  be the unipotent radical of the standard parabolic subgroup 2,1 nnP  
of nGL  corresponding to the partition 21 nnn +=  with 0, 21 >nn . Then 
 
                                        ( )
( ) ( )
∫ =
ANFN nnnn
duug
2,12,1 \
0ϕ ,          ( )AGLg n∈∀ .   (1.17) 
 
The group ( )AGLn  acts on ( ) ( )( )AGLFGL nn \χC  from the right: for  
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( ) ( )( )AGLFGLf nn \χC∈ ,      ( )AGLg n∈  
 
we have 
                                    ( )( ) ( )hgfhfg =⋅ ,      ( ) ( )AGLFGLh nn \∈ .   (1.18) 
 
Under this action ( ) ( )( )AGLFGL nn \χC  decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations. 
These representations are called irreducible cuspidal automorphic representations of ( )AGLn . We 
denote the set of equivalence classes of these representations by nΑ . 
Now let pi  be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of ( )AGLn . One can show that it 
decomposes into a tensor product 
                                                           xXx
pipi '
∈
⊗= ,   (1.19) 
 
where each xpi  is an irreducible representation of ( )xn FGL . Furthermore, there is a finite subset S  
of X  such that each xpi  with SXx \∈  is unramified, i.e., contains a non-zero vector xv  stable 
under the maximal compact subgroup ( )xnGL Ο  of ( )xn FGL . The space xXx pi' ∈⊗  is by definition the 
span of all vectors of the form xXx w∈⊗ , where xxw pi∈  and xx vw =  for all but finitely many 
SXx \∈ . Therefore the action of ( )AGLn  on pi  is well-defined. Let x  be a point of X  with 
residue field 
xq
F . By definition, xΗ  be the space of compactly supported functions on ( )xn FGL  
which are bi-invariant with respect to the subgroup ( )xnGL Ο . This is an algebra with respect to the 
convolution product 
                                           ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )∫ −=∗ xn FGL dhhfghfgff 21121 ,   (1.20) 
 
where dh  is the Haar measure on ( )xn FGL  normalized in such a way that the volume of the 
subgroup ( )xnGL Ο  is equal to 1. It is called the spherical Hecke algebra corresponding to the point 
x .  
Let xiH ,  be the characteristic function of the ( )xnGL Ο  double coset 
 
                      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xnxnxxxnxin FGLGLttdiagGLM ⊂Ο⋅⋅Ο=Ο 1,...,1,,...,    (1.21) 
 
of the diagonal matrix whose first i  entries are equal to xt  and the remaining in −  entries are equal 
to 1. Note that this double coset does not depend on the choice of the coordinate xt . Then xΗ  is the 
commutative algebra freely generated by 1
,,1,1 ,,...,
±
− xnxnx HHH : 
 
                                                  
[ ]1
,,1,1 ,,...,
±
−
≅Η xnxnxx HHHC .   (1.22) 
 
Define an action of xxf Η∈  on xv pi∈  by the formula 
 
                                                     ( )( )dgvggfvf xx ∫ ⋅=∗ .   (1.23) 
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Since xf  is left ( )xnGL Ο -invariant, the result is again a ( )xnGL Ο -invariant vector. If xpi  is 
irreducible, then the space of ( )xnGL Ο -invariant vectors in xpi  is one-dimensional. Let xxv pi∈  be a 
generator of this one-dimensional vector space. Then 
 
                                                                ( ) xxxx vfvf φ=∗  
 
for some ( ) Cf x ∈φ . Thus, we obtain a linear functional Cx →Η:φ . In view of the isomorphism 
(1.22), a homomorphism Cx →Η  is completely determined by its values on xnx HH ,1,1 ,..., − , which 
could be arbitrary complex numbers, and its value on xnH , , which has to be a non-zero complex 
number. These values are the eigenvalues on xv  of the operators (1.23) of the action of xix Hf ,= . 
These operators are called the Hecke operators. It is convenient to package these eigenvalues as an 
n -tuple of unordered non-zero complex numbers nzz ,...,1 , so that 
 
                                 
( ) ( ) ,,...,12/, xniinixxxi vzzsqvH −=∗         ni ,...,1= ,   (1.24) 
 
where is  is the i th elementary symmetric polynomial. In other words, the above formulas may be 
used to identify 
                                                      
[ ] nSnx zzC 111 ,..., ±±≅Η .   (1.25) 
 
Now, we show the interpretation of automorphic representations in terms of the moduli spaces of 
rank n  vector bundles.  
We will restrict ourselves from now on to the irreducible automorphic representations of ( )AGLn  
that are unramified at all points of X . Suppose that we are given such a representation pi  of 
( )AGLn . Then the space of ( )ΟnGL -invariants in pi , where ∏ ∈ Ο=Ο Xx x , is one-dimensional, 
spanned by the vector 
                                                        pipi =⊗∈⊗=
∈∈
xXxxXx
vv ' ,   (1.26) 
 
Hence v  gives rise to a ( )ΟnGL -invariant function on ( ) ( )AGLFGL nn \ , or equivalently, a function 
pif  on the double quotient 
                                                     ( ) ( ) ( )Οnnn GLAGLFGL /\ .   (1.27) 
 
This function is an eigenfunction of the spherical Hecke algebras xΗ  for all Xx ∈ .  
Let X  be a smooth projective curve over any field k  and ( )XkF =  the function field of X . We 
define the ring A  of adèles and its subring Ο  of integer adèles in the same way as in the case 
when qFk = . Then we have the following: 
 
Lemma 
 
There is a bijection between the set ( ) ( ) ( )Οnnn GLAGLFGL /\  and the set of isomorphism classes of 
rank n  vector bundles on X . 
 
We consider this statement in the case when X  is a complex curve. Any rank n  vector bundle V  
on X  can be trivialized over the complement of finitely many points. This is equivalent to the 
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existence of n  meromorphic sections of V  whose values are linearly independent away from 
finitely many points of X . 
Let Nxx ,...,1  be the set of points such that V  is trivialized over { }NxxX ,...,\ 1 . The bundle V  can 
also be trivialized over the small discs 
ix
D  around those points. Thus, we consider the covering of 
X  by the open subsets { }NxxX ,...,\ 1  and NiD ix ,...,1, = . The overlaps are the punctured discs ×ixD , 
and our vector bundle is determined by the transition functions on the overlaps, which are nGL -
valued functions ig  on NiD ix ,...,1, =
×
. The difference between two trivializations of V  on 
ix
D  
amounts to a nGL -valued function ih  on ixD . If we consider a new trivialization on ixD  that differs 
from the old one by ih , then the i th transition function ig  will get multiplied on the right by  
:ih  ×
ixDiii
hgg |a , whereas the other transition functions will remain the same. Likewise, the 
difference between two trivializations of V  on { }NxxX ,...,\ 1  amounts to a nGL -valued function h  
on { }NxxX ,...,\ 1 . If we consider a new trivialization on { }NxxX ,...,\ 1  that differs from the old one 
by h , then the i th transition function ig  will get multiplied on the left by :h  iDi ghg ix×|a  for all 
Ni ,...,1= . We obtain that the set of isomorphism classes of rank n  vector bundles on X  which 
become trivial when restricted to { }NxxX ,...,\ 1  is the same as the quotient 
 
                             { } ( ) ( )( )∏ ∏
= =
×N
i
N
i xnxnNn ii
DGLDGLxxXGL
1 11
/\,...,\ .   (1.28) 
 
Here for an open set U we denote by ( )UGLn  the group of nGL -valued function on U , with 
pointwise multiplication. If we replace each 
ix
D  by the formal disc at ix , then ( )×ixn DGL  will 
become ( )xn FGL , where ( )( )xx tCF ≅  is the algebra of formal Laurent series with respect to a local 
coordinate xt  at x , and ( )ixn DGL  will become ( )xnGL Ο , where [ ][ ]xx tC≅Ο  is the ring of formal 
Taylor series. Then, if we also allow the set Nxx ,...,1  to be an arbitrary finite subset of X , we will 
obtain instead of (1.28) the double quotient 
 
                                       ( ) ( ) ( )∏ ∏∈ ∈ Ο' /\ Xx Xx xnxnn GLFGLFGL ,   (1.29) 
 
where ( )XCF =  and the prime means the restricted product. But this is exactly the double quotient 
in the statement of the Lemma. This completes the proof. 
Thus, when X  is a curve over qF , irreducible unramified automorphic representations pi  are 
encoded by the automorphic functions pif , which are functions on ( ) ( ) ( )Οnnn GLAGLFGL /\ . This 
double quotient makes perfect sense when X  is defined over C  and is in fact the set of 
isomorphism classes of rank n  bundles on X . But what should replace the notion of an 
automorphic function pif  in this case? We will argue that the proper analogue is not a function, as 
one might naively expect, but a sheaf on the corresponding algebro-geometric object: the moduli 
stack Bunn of rank n  bundles on X . Let V be an algebraic variety over qF . Then, the “correct” 
geometric counterpart of the notion of a ( lQ -valued) function on the set of qF -points of V is 
the notion of a complex of l -adic sheaves on V. Let us just say the simplest example of an l -
adic sheaf is an l -adic local system, which is a locally constant lQ -sheaf on V. For a general 
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l -adic sheaf there exists a stratification of V by locally closed subvarieties Vi such that the 
sheaves 
iV|F  are locally constant. 
The important  property of the notion of an l -adic sheaf F  on V  is that for any morphism 
VVf →':  from another variety 'V  to V  the group of symmetries of this morphism will act on 
the pull-back of F  to 'V . In particular, let x  be an qF -point of V  and x  the qF -point 
corresponding to an inclusion qq FF a . Then the pull-back of F  with respect to the composition 
Vxx →→  is a sheaf on x , which is nothing but the fiber xF  of F  at x , a lQ -vector space. But 
the Galois group ( )qq FFGal /  is the symmetry of the map xx → , and therefore it acts on xF . In 
particular, the (geometric) Frobenius element xFr , which is the generator of this group acts on xF . 
Taking the trace of xFr  on xF , we obtain a number ( ) lQFrTr xx ∈F, . Hence we obtain a function Ff  
on the set of qF -points of V , whose value at x  is 
 
                                                      ( ) ( )xxFrTrxf FF ,= .   (1.30) 
 
More generally, if Κ  is a complex of l -adic sheaves, one defines a function ( )Κf  on ( )qFV  by 
taking the alternating sums of the traces of xFr  on the stalk cohomologies of Κ  at x : 
 
                                             ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ Κ−=Κ
i
i
xx
i HFrTrxf ,1 .   (1.31) 
 
The map Κ→Κ f  intertwines the natural operations on complexes sheaves with natural operations 
on functions.  
Thus, because of the existence of the Frobenius automorphism in the Galois group ( )qq FFGal /  
(which is the group of symmetries of an qF -point) we can pass from l -adic sheaves to functions on 
any algebraic variety over qF . This suggests that the proper geometrization of the notion of a 
function in this setting is the notion of l -adic sheaves. 
 
2. On some equations concerning the moduli spaces of SL2 and SO3 Higgs bundles on an  
elliptic curve with tame ramification at one point. [2] 
 
 We consider a Higgs field ϕ  that is a section of 
  
                                            
( ) ( ) ( ) 123 1 −= Ο⊗Ο⊗⊕=⊗Ο⊗ ii qpKWpK . 
 
For each i , we can pick a section iu  of  ( ) ( ) 12 −Ο⊗Ο⊗ iqpK , namely  ( )( )ii exydxu −= / , with 
( ) ( )ii exydxTru −= 22 / . The general form of the Higgs field is 
 
                                                              ∑
=
=
3
1i
iiuaϕ ,   (2.1) 
 
with complex constants ia . This gives 
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                                                    ( )∑
=
−





=
3
1
2
2
2
i
ii exay
dxTrϕ .   (2.2) 
 
Letting 2/1−≈ xz  be a local parameter at infinity, the polar part of  2ϕTr  is  ( ) ∑i iazdz 22/4 . 
Setting this to ( )220 /2 zdzσ , we require 
                                                               ∑ =
i
ia 2
2
02 σ
.   (2.3) 
 
This affine quadric  describes a Zariski open set in ( )∗Μ 2;SLCH . The constant term multiplying 
( )2/ ydx  on the right hand side of (2.2) is  ∑− i iiae 2 . This enables us to describe the Hitchin 
fibration; it is the map from ( )321 ,, aaa  to 
                                                                   ∑−=
i
iiaew
2
0 .   (2.4) 
 
A fiber of the Hitchin fibration is given by the intersection of the two quadrics (2.3) and (2.4). The 
parameter 0σ  can be scaled out of these equations, assuming that it is nonzero. We set 
2/200 ww σ−= ,  and  ( )0/2 σii ab =   to put the two quadrics in the form 
 
                                      123
2
2
2
1 =++ bbb ;      wbebebe =++
2
33
2
22
2
11 .   (2.5) 
 
For generic w , this intersection is a smooth curve of genus 1, with some points omitted because we 
have assumed W  to be stable. Now, if   ∑ −= i ibf 12 ,  ∑ −= i ii wbeg 2 ,  then a singularity of the 
fiber is a point with  0=∧== dgdfgf .  A short calculation shows that  0=∧ dgdf  precisely if 
two of 21,bb  and 3b  vanish. If ib  is non-vanishing for some i  and 0=jb  for ij ≠ , then we must 
have 
                                                                 iew =    (2.6) 
 
and 
                                                               1±=ib .   (2.7) 
 
Moreover, each singular fiber wF  contains two singular points, given in eqn. (2.7). The singular 
fibers consist of two components of genus 0 joined at two double points. To see this, take 1=i . If 
1ew = , then a linear combination of the equations 0=f  and 0=g  gives 
 
                                                      ( ) ( ) 023132212 =−+− beebee , 
 
or 
                                               
( ) ( )121332 / eeeebb −−−±= .   (2.8) 
 
This describes a curve 0,wF  that is a union of two genus zero components meeting at one point, 
032 == bb . Now solving for 1b  via  ( ) ( )12322321 /1 eeeebb −−−=   gives a double cover of 0,wF . The 
double cover, which is the fiber wF  of the Hitchin fibration, is branched over two points in each 
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component of 0,wF . A double cover of a curve of genus zero branched at two points is still of genus 
zero. So wF  consists of two components of genus zero, meeting at the two points 032 == bb , 
11 ±=b . On of the most important properties of the moduli space HΜ  of stable Higgs bundles is 
that it can be approximated as Μ∗T , where Μ  is the moduli space of stable bundles Μ(  is a 
Zariski open set the moduli space that parametrizes stable and semi-stable bundles). The reason for 
this is that the cotangent space to Μ , at a point corresponding to a stable bundle E , is 
( )( )EadKCH ⊗,0 . So a point in Μ∗T  is a pair ),( ϕE , or in other words a Higgs bundle. This 
gives an embedding of Μ∗T  as a Zariski open set in HΜ . This has an analog for ramified Higgs 
bundles. In this case, one takes Μ  to be the moduli space of stable bundles with parabolic structure 
at a point p , and HΜ  to be the moduli space of stable ramified Higgs bundles. Then HΜ  has a 
Zariski open set that is not quite Μ∗T  but is an affine symplectic deformation of Μ∗T . We denote 
such an affine symplectic deformation as Μ∗T~ . Here Μ∗T~  denotes a complex symplectic variety 
with a map to Μ , such that locally in Μ , Μ∗T~  is symplectically isomorphic to Μ∗T . For 
applications to geometric Langlands, it is important to restrict the fibers of the Hitchin fibration 
from HΜ  to Μ
∗T  or Μ∗T~ , since this is an essential step in interpreting A -branes in terms of D -
modules. 
Now let us consider the fibers of the Hitchin fibration. Their intersection with the quadric Μ∗T~  is 
obtained by supplementing the defining equation of the quadric with the equation 
 
                                                   wbebebe =++ 233
2
22
2
11 ,   (2.9) 
 
giving an algebraic curve wF . This curve can be projected to Μ , and gives a double cover of Μ . 
So the fiber wF  of the Hitchin fibration of HΜ  is really, for generic w , the smooth projective curve 
that corresponds to the affine curve just described.     
We can describe wF  as a projective curve by simply adding another variable 4b , where 41,...,bb  are 
understood as homogeneous coordinates on 3CP  and obey 
 
                                                   ∑
=
=
3
1
2
4
2
i
i bb ,      ∑
=
=
3
1
2
4
2
i
ii wbbe .   (2.10) 
 
Missing when one approximates HΜ  by an affine deformation of the cotangent bundle are the four 
points with 04 =b . These points correspond to stable Higgs bundles ( )ϕ,E  where the parabolic 
bundle E  is unstable. They form a single orbit of the group 22 ZZQ ×=  of pairwise sign changes of 
321 ,, bbb . Explicitly, the values of z  corresponding to these four points are 
 
                                                    
32
13
32
12
ee
ee
ee
ee
z
−
−±
−
−±= .   (2.11) 
 
To gain some insight about the D -modules arising in the geometric Langlands program, we must 
describe wF  as a curve in Μ∗T
~
. For this, we use the coordinates ,~,vz  and find, after some algebra, 
that we can describe the fiber wF  by an explicit quadratic equation for v~ , of the form 
 
                                                  ( ) ( ) ( ) 0~~2 =++ zCvzBvzA ,   (2.12) 
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with 
                                        ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )322321432 224 eezeeezeezA −+−−+−=   
                                        ( ) ( )( )321232 24 eeezeezzB −−+−−=   
                                        ( ) ( )( )wezeezC −+−= 12324 .   (2.13) 
 
Note that 
                                                                
dz
dAB −= .   (2.14) 
 
Then, the eq. (2.12) can be rewritten also 
 
              ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )( )[ ] +−−+−−+−+−−+− veeezeezveezeeezee ~24~224 3212322322321432   
              ( )( ) 04 1232 =−+−+ wezee .     (2.14b) 
 
If we let z  approach one of the four values in eq. (2.11), then one of the roots of the quadratic 
equation for v~  goes to infinity. So at any of those values of z , a point in the Hitchin fiber is 
“missing” if we restrict to Μ∗T~ . In fact, the four critical values of z  are precisely the zeroes of the 
polynomial ( )zA . Let ∗z  be any one of the zeroes of ( )zA .The behaviour of the polar branch of v  
near ∗z  is ( ) ( )zAzBv /0σ−≈ , which using eq. (2.14) reduces to 
 
                                                                
∗
−
≈
zz
v
1
0σ .   (2.15) 
 
For the geometric endoscopy, we must examine in a similar way the singular fibers of the Hitchin 
fibration. For example, we take 1ew = , so that the fiber 1eF  splits into components 
±
1e
F  defined by 
the ratio of 32 /bb , as in eq. (2.8). Compactifying the two components in projective space, we see 
that of the four points at 04 =b , two lie on 
+
1e
F  and two on −
1e
F . If we restrict to Μ∗T~ , the two 
curves ±
1e
F  behave near the two relevant critical values of z . So each fractional A -brane has two 
points with this sort of behaviour. 
 
3. On some equations concerning the action of the Wilson and ‘t Hooft/Hecke operators  
on the electric and magnetic branes relevant to geometric endoscopy. [2] 
 
A Wilson operator in GL  gauge theory is associated to the choice of a point Cp ∈  and a 
representation RL  of GL . For simplicity, we will take RL  to be the three-dimensional 
representation of 3SOG
L
= , and we write pW  for the corresponding Wilson operator. The action of 
pW  on B -branes can be described as follows. Let B  be a B -brane associated with a coherent sheaf 
HΜ→Κ . Then B⋅pW  is the B -brane associated with the sheaf  pW⊗Κ , where  pW  is the 
restriction of W  to  pH ×Μ . (We understand W  as a rank 3 vector bundle with structure group 
3SO ). Thus, the action of pW  on coherent sheaves is  
 
                                                               pW⊗Κ→Κ .   (3.1) 
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We take the case of a brane supported at a 2Z  orbifold singularity  Hr Μ∈ . Such a singularity is 
associated with an 3SO  local system whose structure group reduces to 2O . We recall that 2O  is 
embedded in 3SO  as the subgroup  
                                                               










±100
0**
0**
      (3.2) 
 
and that any 3SO  local system whose structure group reduces to 2O  has symmetry group 2Z , 
generated by the central element of 2O : 
                                                                 










−
−
100
010
001
.      (3.3) 
 
We will consider a generic local systems of this type whose group of automorphism is precisely this 
2Z . In the present context, rW , the restriction of W  to Cr × , is a local system whose structure 
group reduces to 2O , so it has a decomposition  
 
                                                             UUW r det⊕= ,      (3.4) 
 
where U  is a rank 2 local system, with structure group 2O , and Udet  is its determinant. The 
central generator of 2Z  acts as  – 1 on U  and as  +1 on Udet .  
The category of branes supported at the orbifold singularity r  is generated by two irreducible 
objects +B  and −B . Each is associated with a skyscraper sheaf supported at r . They differ by 
whether the non-trivial element of 2Z  acts on this sheaf as multiplication by +1 or by – 1. 
Since +B  and −B  both have skyscraper support at r , pW  acts on either of them by tensor product 
with the three-dimensional vector space  W pr× , the fiber of W at pr × . In view of eq. (3.4), there 
is a decomposition W pppr UU det⊕=× , where the non-trivial element of 2Z  acts as – 1 on the 
first summand and as +1 on the second summand. So we have 
 
                                           ( ) ( )ppp UUW det⊗⊕⊗=⋅ +−+ BBB   
                                           ( ) ( )ppp UUW det⊗⊕⊗=⋅ −+− BBB .      (3.5) 
 
Note that pUdet  is a one-dimensional vector space on which 2Z  acts trivially, so pUdet⊗±B  is 
isomorphic, non-canonically, to ±B . And pU  is a two-dimensional vector space on which the non-
trivial element of 2Z  acts as multiplication by – 1. So pU⊗±B  is isomorphic, non-canonically, to 
the sum of two copies of mB . Thus up to isomorphism we have 
 
                                 
−++ +=⋅ BBB 2pW ;        +−− +=⋅ BBB 2pW .      (3.6) 
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The magnetic dual of a Wilson operator pW  is an ‘t Hooft operator pT . An A -brane Α  that is an 
eigenbrane for the ‘t Hooft operators, in the sense that, for every ‘t Hooft operator pT , 
 
                                                       pp VT ⊗Α=Α⋅       (3.7) 
 
for some vector space pV , is known as a magnetic eigenbrane. Wilson operators of G
L
 gauge 
theory are classified by a choice of representation of GL , and ‘t Hooft operators of G  gauge theory 
are likewise classified by representations of GL . Electric-magnetic duality is expected to map 
Wilson operators to ‘t Hooft operators and electric eigenbranes to magnetic eigenbranes. 
Let us review the action of an ‘t Hooft operator pT  on a Higgs bundle ( )ϕ,E . In case 0=ϕ , the 
possible Hecke modifications are the usual ones considered in the geometric Langlands program; 
they are parametrized by a subvariety of the affine Grassmannian known as a Schubert variety V , 
which depends on a choice of representation RL  of the dual group GL . For instance, if 2SLG =  and 
RL  is the three-dimensional representation of 3SOG
L
= , then a generic point in V  corresponds to a 
Hecke modification of an 2SL  bundle E  of the following sort: for some local decomposition of E  
as a sum of line bundles 21 Ν⊕Ν , E  is mapped to  ( ) ( )pp −Ν⊕Ν 21 . 
Letting 1Ν  and 2Ν  vary, this gives a two-parameter family of Hecke modifications of E . A family 
of modifications of E  of this type can degenerate to a trivial modification, and V  contains a point 
corresponding to the trivial Hecke transformation. If instead 0≠ϕ , one must restrict to Hecke 
modifications that are in a certain sense ϕ -invariant. For 2SLG = , and assuming ϕ  to be regular 
semi-simple at the point p , ϕ -invariance means that the decomposition 21 Ν⊕Ν=E  must be 
compatible with the action of ϕ , in the sense that  KEE ⊗→:ϕ  maps 1Ν  to K⊗Ν1  and 2Ν  to 
K⊗Ν2 . These are precisely two possible choices of 1Ν  and 2Ν : locally, as ( )pϕ  is regular semi-
simple, we can diagonalize ϕ  
                                                               





−
=
a
a
0
0ϕ ,      (3.8) 
 
and 1Ν  and 2Ν  must equal, up to permutation, the two “eigenspaces”.  
Now let us see what the ϕ -invariant Hecke modifications look like from the point of view of the 
spectral curve CD →:pi . We consider first the case of a generic spectral curve, given by an 
equation ( ) 0det =−ϕz .  A ϕ -invariant Hecke modification leaves fixed the characteristic 
polynomial of ϕ  and hence maps each fiber F  of the Hitchin fibration to itself. 
A point Cp ∈  at which ϕ  is regular semi-simple lies under two distinct points Dpp ∈'',' . The 
bundle E  is ( )L
∗
pi  for some line bundle D→L , and ( )z
∗
= piϕ . The latter condition means that 
the eigenspaces of ( )pϕ  correspond to the two distinct values of z  lying above p , or in other 
words to the two points 'p  and ''p . This being so, a non-trivial ϕ -invariant Hecke modification of 
( )ϕ,E  at the point p  comes from a transformation of L  of the specific form 
 
                                                      ( )''' pp −Ο⊗→ LL       (3.9) 
 
for one or another of the two possible labellings of the two points '',' pp  lying above p .  
Now we can see why an A -brane FΑ  supported on a fiber F  of the Hitchin fibration and endowed 
with a flat line bundle R  is a magnetic eigenbrane, that is an eigenbrane for the ‘t Hooft operator 
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pT .  First of all, pT  maps F  to itself, since it preserves the characteristic polynomial of ϕ . Since 
pT  preserves the support of FΑ , it is conceivable for FΑ  to be an eigenbrane for pT . Now, 
assuming that we choose p  so that ( )pϕ  is regular semi-simple, the evaluation of FpT Α⋅  comes 
from a sum of contributions from the three ϕ -invariant Hecke modifications that were just 
described. One of them is the trivial Hecke modification, and this leaves FΑ  invariant. The other 
two come from transformations  ( )''' pp −Ο⊗→ LL . Such a transformation can be interpreted as 
an isomorphism FF →Φ :  of the Hitchin fiber. If the labelling of the two points 'p  and ''p  is 
reversed, then Φ  is replaced by 1−Φ . F  is a complex torus, and Φ  is a “translation” of F  by a 
constant vector. In general, if F→R  is a flat line bundle over a complex torus and FF →Φ :  is a 
translation, then  ( ) VRR ⊗=Φ∗   for some one-dimensional vector space V . From this it follows 
that Α  is an eigenbrane for pT . In fact, we have 
 
                                                    
( )1−⊕⊕⊗Α=Α⋅ VVCT FFp ,      (3.10) 
 
where the three contributions on the right come respectively from the trivial Hecke modification 
and the non-trivial modifications that involve Φ  and 1−Φ . 
Now, we consider a special fiber F  of the Hitchin fibration that is a union of two irreducible 
components 1F  and 2F  that intersect each other on a divisor. This being so, we can construct rank 1 
A -branes 1Α  and 2Α  supported on 1F  or 2F . These branes are unique if 1F  and 2F  are simply-
connected, as in the case of a curve of genus 1 with 1 point of ramification. In the derivation of eq. 
(3.10) describing the action of pT , a key ingredient was the map FF →Φ :  by 
( )''' pp −Ο⊗→ LL . The essential new fact in the case that F  is reducible is simply that Φ  
exchanges the two component of F . Likewise 1−Φ  exchanges the two components. Hence Φ  or 
1−Φ  exchange 1Α  and 2Α . Since pT  acts by 11 −Φ+Φ+ , it follows that we have up to isomorphism 
 
                                  211 2Α+Α=Α⋅pT ;      122 2Α+Α=Α⋅pT .      (3.11) 
 
This is in perfect parallel with the formula (3.6) for the electric case. 
If 1Α  and 2Α  have moduli, this should be described a little more precisely. 1Α  depends on the 
choice of a suitable line bundle 1F→L , and we should take 2Α  to be the brane associated with the 
line bundle ( ) 2F→Φ∗ L . Note that ( )L∗Φ  and ( ) ( )L∗−Φ 1  are isomorphic, though not canonically 
so.  
One expects to get the more precise result analogous to (3.5). One uses standard methods of 
algebraic geometry to construct 1Α⋅pT  and 2Α⋅pT  as B -branes in complex structure I . This will 
give a result more precise than (3.11): 
 
                 
( ) ( )22111 II ⊗Α⊕⊗Α=Α⋅pT ;      ( ) ( )'21'122 II ⊗Α⊕⊗Α=Α⋅pT ,      (3.12) 
 
with vector spaces ,, 21 II etc., of dimensions indicated by the subscripts. All these admit natural K -
valued endomorphisms ,, 21 θθ etc., coming from the Higgs field, and ( )11,θI , etc., are Higgs bundles 
over C . Relating these Higgs bundles to local systems via Hitchin’s equations, one expects to 
arrive at the analog of (3.5), 
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       ( ) ( )ppp UUT det121 ⊗Α⊕⊗Α=Α⋅ ;      ( ) ( )ppp UUT det212 ⊗Α⊕⊗Α=Α⋅ .      (3.13) 
 
For gauge group 2SL , the basic Wilson operator to consider is the operator pW
~
 associated with the 
two-dimensional representation. Roughly speaking, it acts by the obvious analog of eq. (3.1). 
Letting ( )ϕˆ,Ε  denote the universal Higgs bundle over ( ) CSLH ×Μ 2 , pW~  acts on the sheaf Κ  
defining a B -brane Β  by 
                                                             pΕ⊗Κ→Κ       (3.14) 
 
where pΕ  is the restriction to pH ×Μ  of the universal rank two bundle CH ×Μ→Ε . pW
~
 obeys 
                                                              pp WW += 1
~ 2
,      (3.15) 
 
expressing the fact that the tensor product of the two-dimensional representation with itself is a 
direct sum of the trivial representation and the three-dimensional representation; they correspond to 
the terms 1 and pW  on the right hand side of eq. (3.15). 
If we write Β  and 'Β  for the ordinary and twisted versions of the brane related to the skyscraper 
sheaf, then the action of the Wilson operator is 
 
                                       prpW ×Ε⊗Β=Β⋅ '
~
;      prpW ×Ε⊗Β=Β⋅ '
~
.      (3.16) 
 
The sum 'ˆ Β⊕Β=Β  is therefore an electric eigenbrane in the usual sense: 
 
                                                         prpW ×Ε⊗Β=Β⋅ ˆˆ
~
.      (3.17) 
 
The action of the ‘t Hooft operator pT
~
 on branes 2,1Α  and 
∗Α 2,1  is schematically 
 
                                      
∗∗ Α+Α=Α⋅ 211
~
pT ;      
∗∗ Α+Α=Α⋅ 212
~
pT ,      (3.18) 
 
and similar formulas with iΑ  and 
∗Αi  exchanged. These formulas and the analogous ones for the 
action of the ‘t Hooft operator pT  dual to the three-dimensional representation are compatible with 
the relation 
                                                           pp TT += 1
~2
.      (3.19) 
 
This relation is dual to eq. (3.15). 
 
 
4. On the Hecke eigensheaves and on the notion of “fractional Hecke eigensheaves”. [2] 
 
Let us recall the traditional definition of Hecke eigensheaves used in the geometric Langlands 
Program.      
These are D -modules on BunG, the moduli stack of G -bundles on a curve C , satisfying the Hecke 
eigenobject property. Recall that for each finite-dimensional representation V  of the dual group GL  
we have a Hecke functor VH  acting from the category of D -modules on BunG to the category of 
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D -modules on ×C BunG. Let ε  be a flat GL -bundle on C . A Hecke eigensheaf with “eigenvalue” 
ε  is by definition a collection of data 
 
                                                              ( ) ( )( )GpVV LRe, ∈αF ,      (4.1) 
 
where F  is a D -module on BunG and ( )Vα  is a collection of isomorphisms 
 
                                                          ( ) FF εα VHVV
≈
→: ,      (4.2) 
 
where 
                                                                        VV
GL
×= εε  
is the flat vector bundle on C  associated to V . For a Hecke eigensheaf (4.1), by restricting the 
isomorphisms Vα  to x , we obtain a compatible collection of isomorphisms 
 
                                                      
( ) FF ⊗→≈ xxVxV VH ,,, : εα .      (4.3) 
 
Here 
                                                                       VV
G
xx L
×= εε , , 
 
where xε  is the fiber of ε  at x , is a vector space isomorphic to V . 
Let us discuss the category of Hecke eigensheaves in our endoscopic example, when 2SLG = , 
3SOG
L
= , and 2Z=Γ . We expect that in this case any D -module satisfying the Hecke eigensheaf 
property is a direct sum of copies of a D -module, which we will denote by F . The D -module F  
corresponds to an A -brane Α  on a singular fiber of ( )GHΜ , which is a magnetic eigenbrane with 
respect to the ‘t Hooft operators. This A -branes is reducible: 
 
                                                                  
−+ Α⊕Α=Α ,  
 
where the A -branes ±Α  are irreducible. Furthermore, there is not a preferred one among them. 
Therefore we expect that the D -module F  is also reducible: 
 
                                                                     
−+ ⊕= FFF , 
 
and each ±F  is irreducible. We also expect that neither of them is preferred over the other one. 
Recall that the notion of an eigensheaf, includes the isomorphisms Vα  for all representations V  of 
3SO . By using the compatibility with the tensor product structure, we find that everything is 
determined by the adjoint representation of 3SO , which we denote by W , as before. A Hecke 
eigensheaf may therefore be viewed as a pair ( )α,F , where 
 
                                                       ( ) FF εα WHW
≈
→: .      (4.4) 
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In the endoscopic case the structure group of our 3SO -local system ε  is reduced to the subgroup 
×
∝= CZO 22 . Denote by U  the defining two-dimensional representation of 2O . Then Udet  is the 
one-dimensional sign representation induced by the homomorphism 22 ZO → . We have 
 
                                                    ( ) ( )SUIUW ⊗⊕⊗= det , 
 
as a representation of 22 ZO × , where 2Z  is the centralizer of 2O  in 3SO , and S  is the sign 
representation of 2Z , and I  is the trivial representation of 2Z . Therefore we have the following 
decomposition of the corresponding local system: 
 
                                                ( ) ( )SUIUW ⊗⊕⊗= εεε det .      (4.5) 
 
Now we suppose that we are given an GL -local system ε  on a curve C , and let Γ  be the group of 
its automorphisms. We will identify Γ  with a subgroup of GL  by picking a point Cx ∈  and 
choosing a trivialization of the fiber xε  of ε  at x . 
Suppose that we are given an abelian subcategory C  of the category of D -modules on BunG 
equipped with an action of the tensor category Rep ( )Γ . In other words, for each ∈R Rep ( )Γ  we 
have a functor 
                                                                 MRM ∗a , 
 
and these functors compose in a way compatible with the tensor product structure on Rep ( )Γ . The 
category of Hecke eigensheaves with eigenvalue ε  will have as objects the following data: 
 
                                                       ( ) ( )( )GpVV LRe, ∈αF ,      (4.6) 
 
where F  is an object of C , and the Vα  are isomorphisms defined below. Denote by Res ( )VΓ  the 
restriction of a representation V  of GL  to Γ . If Rep ( )Γ  is a semi-simple category, then we obtain a 
decomposition 
                                                             Res ( ) ii
i
RFV ⊗= ⊕Γ , 
 
where the iR  are irreducible representations of Γ  and iF  is the corresponding representation of the 
centralizer of Γ  in GL . Twisting by ε , we obtain a local system (Res ( ) ε)VΓ  on C  with a 
commuting action of Γ , which decomposes as follows: 
 
                                                         (Res ( ) ( ) ii
i
RFV ⊗= ⊕Γ εε) . 
 
Note that since Γ  is the group of automorphisms of ε , the structure group of ε  is reduced to the 
centralizer of Γ  in G , and iF  is a representation of this centralizer. Therefore iF  may be twisted 
by ε , and the resulting local system (or flat vector bundle) on C  is denoted by ( )εiF . The 
isomorphisms Vα  have the form 
 
                     ( ) ≈→MHVV :α (Res ( ) ( ) ( )MRFMV iii ∗⊕=∗Γ εε) ,      C∈M ,      (4.7) 
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and they have to be compatible in the obvious sense. We will denote the category with objects (4.6) 
satisfying the above conditions by 'εutΑ . The category of Hecke eigensheaves of this type matches 
more closely the structure of the categories of A - and B -branes. What does the category 'εutΑ  look 
like in our main example of geometric endoscopy? In this case the category C  should have two 
irreducible objects, +F  and −F , which are the D -modules on BunG corresponding to the fractional 
A -branes +Α  and −Α . The category  Rep ( )2Z  acts on them as follows: the sign representation S  
of 2Z=Γ  permutes them, 
                                                                     mFF =∗ ±S , 
 
while the trivial representation I  acts identically. 
Since the category of representations of 3SO  is generated by the adjoint representation W , it is 
sufficient to formulate the Hecke property (4.7) only for the adjoint representation W  of  3SO . It 
reads 
                ( ) ( ) ( )
−++ ⊕≅ FFF  εε UUHW det ,      ( ) ( ) ( )+−− ⊕≅ FFF  εε UUHW det ,      (4.8) 
 
where εUdet  and εU  are the summands of εW  defined in formula (4.5). This matches the action of 
the ‘t Hooft operators on the A -branes given by formula (3.13). Since that formula describes the 
behaviour of the fractional branes ±Α , we will call the property expressed by formulas (4.7) and 
(4.8) the fractional Hecke property, and the corresponding D -modules fractional Hecke 
eigensheaves.     
 
 
5. On some equations concerning the local and global Langlands correspondence. [2] 
 
The ring FA  of adéles of F  is by definition the restricted product 
 
                                                         ∏
∈
=
Cx
xF FA ' ,      (5.1) 
 
where the word “restricted” refers to fact that elements of FA  are collections ( ) Cxxf ∈ , where 
xxf Ο∈  for all but finitely many Cx ∈ . Let ( )FFGal /  be the Galois group of F , the group of 
automorphisms of the separable closure F  of F , which preserve F  pointwise. We have a 
natural homomorphism ( ) ( )kkGalFFGal // → . The group ( )kkGal /  is topologically generated by 
the Frobenius automorphism  qyyFr a: , and is isomorphic to the pro-finite completion Zˆ  of the 
group of integers Z . The preimage of ZZ ˆ⊂  in  ( )FFGal /   is the Weil group FW  of F . The Weil 
group is the arithmetic analogue of the fundamental group of C . Therefore the arithmetic analogue 
of a GL -local system on C  is a homomorphism  
 
                                                          GW LF →:σ .      (5.2) 
 
The global Langlands conjecture predicts, roughly speaking, that to each σ  corresponds an 
automorphic representation ( )σpi  of the group ( )FAG . This means that it may be realized in a 
certain space of functions on the quotient ( ) ( )FAGFG \ . The group xFW  may be realized as a 
subgroup of the global Weil group FW , but non-canonically. However, its conjugacy class in FW  is 
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canonical. Hence the equivalence class of  GW LF →:σ  as above gives rise to an equivalence class 
of homomorphisms 
                                                        GW LFx x →:σ .      (5.3) 
 
We have the infinite-dimensional representation xCx pipi '⊗ ∈=  of ( )FAG . (We note that FA  is the 
ring of adéles of F ). We take K  to be the product  
 
                                                                    ∏
∈
=
Cx
xKK  
 
of compact subgroups  ( ) ( )( )tGFGK xx ≅⊂ .  A typical example is the subgroup ( ) [ ][ ]tGG x =Ο . 
Any vector in pi  is invariant under the subgroup that is the product of ( )xG Ο  for all but finitely 
many x . If pi  is automorphic, then Kpi  is realized in the space of functions on the double quotient 
( ) ( ) KAGFG F /\ , which are Hecke eigenfunctions for all Cx ∈  for which ( )xx GK Ο= . 
 
THEOREM 1 
 
The representation     
                                                                   x
Cx
pi'⊗
∈
      (5.4) 
 
of ( )FASL2 , where FA  is the ring of adéles of F , is an automorphic representation if and only if 
# S  is even. 
 
Denote by σS  the group of automorphisms of our homomorphism  2: PGLWF →σ , that is, the 
centralizer of the image of σ  in 2PGL . Let 
0
σS  be its connected component. Likewise, for each 
Cx ∈ , let 
x
Sσ  be the group of automorphisms of  2: PGLWFx →σ  and 
0
x
Sσ  its connected 
component. We have natural homomorphisms 
x
SS σσ →  and  
00
x
SS σσ → , and hence a 
homomorphism 
                                                       
00 //
xx
SSSS σσσσ → .      (5.5) 
 
In our case, for generic σ  in the class that we are considering here we have 2
0/ ZSSS == σσσ , 
generated by the element 
                                                               





−10
01
      (5.6) 
 
of 2PGL  (this is the centralizer of 22 PGLO ⊂ ). 
The Theorem 1 may then be reformulated as saying that (5.4) is automorphic if and only if 0/ σσ SS  
acts trivially on the corresponding representation of  ∏ ∈Cx xx SS 0/ σσ , via the diagonal 
homomorphism 
                                                   ∏
∈
→
Cx
xx
SSSS 00 // σσσσ .      (5.7) 
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Note that, according to the above discussion, if x  is split, then the homomorphism (5.5) has trivial 
image, even if the group 0/
xx
SS σσ  is non-trivial. Therefore we may choose either of the two 
irreducible representations of  ( )xFSL2   from the local L -packet associated to such a point as xpi , 
and in both cases the corresponding representations (5.4) will simultaneously be automorphic or 
not. In this sense, the split points do not affect the automorphy of the representation (5.4), unlike the 
non-split points, for which it is crucial which one of the two members of the L -packet we choose as 
the local factor of (5.4). 
Suppose now that # S  is even and so the representation (5.4) is automorphic. Then the one-
dimensional vector space 
                                                                ( ) xKx
Cx
pi⊗
∈
      (5.8) 
 
may be realized in the space of functions on 
 
                                                       ( ) ( ) ∏
∈Cx
xF KASLFSL /\ 22 ,      (5.9) 
 
where FA  is the ring of adéles of F  and, for the eq. (5.1) the eq. (5.9) can be written also 
 
                                                  ( ) ∏∏
∈∈






Cx
x
Cx
x KFSLFSL /'\ 22 .      (5.9b) 
 
Moreover, any non-zero vector in (5.8) gives rise to a Hecke eigenfunction f  on (5.9) with the 
eigenvalues prescribed by the conjugacy class ( )xx Frσ . This means that it is an eigenfunction of the 
Hecke operator xWT ,  corresponding to the adjoint representation W  of  2PGL  and a point Cx ∈ , 
that is,  
                                                      
( )( ) fWFrTrfT xxxW ,, σ=⋅ ,      (5.10) 
 
where xFr  is the Frobenius conjugacy class corresponding to x  in FW . Here xWT ,  is a generator of 
the spherical Hecke algebra of xK  bi-invariant compactly supported functions on ( )xFSL2 . For 
either choice of xK  this algebra is canonically isomorphic to Rep ( )2PGL , and under this 
isomorphism xWT ,  corresponds to the class of the adjoint representation of 2PGL . 
 
 
6. On some equations concerning the automorphic functions associated to the fractional  
Hecke eigensheaves. [2] 
 
Now we replace a complex curve by a curve C  defined over a finite field qFk = . We have the 
moduli stack BunG of G -bundles on our curve C  defined over k . This is an algebraic stack over 
k . Therefore we have the notion of a Hecke eigensheaf on BunG corresponding to an unramified 
homomorphism  GW LF →:σ . We view σ  as an l -adic G
L
-local system ε  on C . Hence, for 
each representation V  of GL  the corresponding twist 
 
                                                                      VV
GL
×= εε  
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is a locally constant l -adic sheaf on C , and these sheaves are compatible with respect to the 
tensor product structure on representations of GL . We also have Hecke functors VH , ∈V Rep ( )GL , 
defined in the same way as over C .  A Hecke eigensheaf with “eigenvalue” ε  (or σ ) is, by 
definition, a perverse ( l -adic) sheaf F  on BunG together with the additional data of 
isomorphisms 
 
                                                      ( ) FF εα VHVV
≈
→: .      (6.1) 
 
We recall that for any algebraic variety Y  over qF , we may assign a function on the set of qF -
points of Y  to any l -adic sheaf (or a complex) F  on Y . 
Indeed, let y  be an qF -point of Y  and y  the qF -point corresponding to an inclusion qq FF a . 
Then the pull-back of F  with respect to the composition Yyy →→  is a l -adic sheaf on a 
point Spec qF . The data of such a sheaf is the same as the data of a lQ -vector space, which we may 
think of as the stalk yF  of F  at y . There is an additional piece of data on this vector space. Indeed, 
the Galois group ( )qq FFGal /  is the symmetry group of the morphism yy → , and therefore it acts 
on yF . In particular, we have an action of the (geometric) Frobenius element yFr , corresponding 
(the inverse of) the generator of the Galois group of qF , acting as qxx a . This automorphism 
depends on the choice of the morphism yy → , but its conjugacy class is independent of any 
choices. Thus, we obtain a conjugacy class of automorphisms of the stalk yF . Therefore the trace of 
the geometric Frobenius automorphism is canonically assigned to F  and y . We will denote it by 
( )F,yFrTr . If F  is a complex of l -adic sheaves, we take the alternating sum of the traces of 
yFr  on the stalk cohomologies of F  at y . Hence we obtain a function  f qFF, on the set of qF -
points of Y , whose value at ( )qFYy ∈  is 
 
                                               f ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ −=
i
i
yy
i
F HFrTryq FF ,1, . 
 
Similarly, for each 1>n  we define a function  f
nq
F,F on the set of nqF -points of Y  by the formula 
 
                             f ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ −=
i
i
yyF HFrTrynq FF ,1, ,     ( )nqFYy ∈ .      (6.2) 
 
If =Y BunG, then the set of qF -points of Y  is naturally isomorphic to the double quotient 
 
                                              ( ) ( ) 




 Ο∏
∈Cx
xF GAGFG /\ .      (6.3) 
 
(Also here FA  is the ring of adéles of F ). Therefore any perverse sheaf F  on BunG gives rise to a 
function  f
qF,F
on the double quotient (6.3). Suppose now that ( )( )Vα,F  is a Hecke eigensheaf on 
BunG. Consider the corresponding function  f qF,F  on the set BunG ( )qF , isomorphic to the double 
quotient (6.3), and its transform under the Hecke functor VH , restricted to 
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( )( ) ( ) ( )qGqqG FBunFCFBunC ×=× .  
 
The action of the Hecke functor VH  on sheaves becomes the action of the corresponding Hecke 
operators xVT ,  on functions. Hence for each  ( )qFCx ∈   the left hand side of (6.1) gives rise to the 
function  ⋅xVT ,  f qF,F , whereas the right hand side becomes  ( )εVFrTr x , f qF,F . Hence the isomorphism 
(6.1) implies that   
                       
                     ⋅xVT ,  f ( )εVFrTr xFq ,, =F f ( )( )VFrTr xxFq ,, σ=F f qF,F ,    ( )qFCx ∈∀ .      (6.4) 
 
We have that the A -brane Α  corresponding to F , which is represented by a rank one unitary local 
system on the singular Hitchin fiber, which has two irreducible components. We have that Α  splits 
into two Α -branes, +Α  and −Α  supported on the two irreducible components of the Hitchin fiber. 
Therefore we expect that the D -module F  also splits into a direct sum, 
 
                                                              
−+ ⊕= FFF ,      (6.5) 
 
of two irreducible D -modules on  Bun
2SL  corresponding to the two Α -branes on the singular 
Hitchin fiber. Moreover, since the Α -branes ±Α  are fractional eigenbranes with respect to the ‘t 
Hooft operators, we expect that the sheaves ±F  satisfy the fractional Hecke property introduced 
precedently. 
This leads us to postulate that the same phenomenon should also occur for curves over a finite field 
qF . Namely, the regular Hecke eigensheaf F  corresponding to an l -adic local system ε  on a 
curve C  defined over qF , should also split as a direct sum (6.5). Moreover, these sheaves should 
satisfy the fractional Hecke property and hence give rise to a category of fractional Hecke 
eigensheaves. In the setting of curves over finite fields we can pass from l -adic perverse 
sheaves on Bun
2SL , to functions. Then, we started with A -brines and ended up with automorphic 
functions satisfying the fractional Hecke property. Schematically, this passage looks as follows : 
 
                         A -branes 
overC
→  D -modules 
overC
→  perverses sheaves 
qoverF
→  functions. 
 
Let C  be a curve over qF  and ε  and endoscopic l -adic 2PGL -local system on C  
(corresponding to an unramified homomorphism  2: PGLWF →σ ). This means that its structure 
group is reduced to 2O , but not to a proper subgroup. Then the group of automorphisms of ε  is 2Z . 
Let D  be a finite set of closed points of C . Denote by DF  a regular Hecke eigensheaf on ( )DSLBun
Ο
2
 
with the “eigenvalue” ε . Motivated by our results on A -branes in the analogous situation for 
curves over C , we conjecture that DF  splits as a direct sum 
 
                                                      
DDD
−+ ⊕= FFF       (6.6) 
 
of perverse sheaves D±F  which satisfy the following fractional Hecke property with respect to ε  
(and so we also call them the fractional Hecke eigensheaves): 
 
                                    ( ) ( ) ( )DDDW UUH −+≈++ ⊕→ FFF  εεα det: ,      (6.7) 
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                                    ( ) ( ) ( )DDDW UUH −+≈−− ⊕→ FFF  εεα det: .      (6.8) 
 
Here W  is the adjoint representation of 2PGL  and we use the decomposition of the rank three local 
system εW  on C  with respect to the action of its group 2Z  of automorphisms as in formula (4.5), 
 
                                             ( ) ( )SUIUW ⊗⊕⊗= εεε det ,      (6.9) 
 
where I  and S  are trivial and sign representations of 2Z , respectively, and εUdet  and εU  are the 
rank one and two local systems on C  defined as follows. 
Recall that by our assumption the 2PGL -local system ε  is reduced to 2O , so we view it as an 2O -
local system. We then set 
                                                                     UU
O2
×= εε , 
 
where U  is the defining two-dimensional representation of 2O . The formula (6.6) implies that 
 
                                                         
DDD fff
−+ += ,      (6.10) 
 
where =Df f
q
D F,F  is the function on  
( )D
SLBun
Ο
2
  associated to the regular Hecke eigensheaf  DF . 
Furthermore, the functions corresponding to the fractional Hecke eigensheaves ±F  are: 
 
                                                         ( )'
2
1 fff ±=± .      (6.11) 
 
In addition to the “proper” Hecke functors WH  acting on the categories of D -modules on 
( )D
SLBun
Ο
2
, 
there are also “improper” Hecke functors xH
~
 acting from the category of D -modules on ( )DSLBun
Ο
2
 
to the category of D -modules on ( )xDSLBun
+Ο
2
. They are defined via the Hecke correspondence 
between the two moduli stacks consisting of pairs of rank two bundles ( )DSLBun
Ο∈Μ
2
 and 
( )xD
SLBun
+Ο∈Μ
2
'  such that 'Μ⊂Μ  as a coherent sheaf. 
In formula (3.18) we have computed the action of the improper ‘t Hooft operators on the branes 
±Α . Based in this formula, we conjecture that the improper Hecke operators should act on the 
fractional Hecke eigensheaves D±F  as follows: 
 
                                 ( ) xDxDDxH +−+++ ⊕≅ FFF~ ,      ( ) xDxDDxH +−++− ⊕≅ FFF~ .      (6.12) 
 
This should hold for all points Cx ∈  if C  is defined over C, and all split points, if C  is defined 
over qF . This formula indicates that the improper Hecke functor fails to establish an equivalence 
between the categories of fractional Hecke eigensheaves on ( )DSLBun
Ο
2
 and ( )xDSLBun
+Ο
2
 for the 
endoscopic local systems. This may be viewed as a geometric counterpart of the vanishing of the 
improper Hecke operator acting on functions which is closely related to the structure of the global 
L -packets of automorphic representations associated to endoscopic  2: PGLWF →σ .  
For a regular Hecke eigensheaf  DDD
−+ ⊕= FFF   we have 
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                                                  ( ) xDDx VH +⊗≅ FF~ ,      (6.13) 
 
where V  is a two-dimensional vector space. 
Recall that the functions Df ±,σ , corresponding to the sheaves D±,σF  on ( )DSLBunΟ 2 , are given by formula 
(6.11), 
                                                       ( )DDD fff
', 2
1
σσσ ±=± .      (6.14) 
 
With regard the fractional Hecke eigensheaves, we now revisit them in the case when the 
underlying curve C  is defined over qF . It is instructive to look at the corresponding functions on 
the sets of qF -points of BunG and to express them in terms of the ordinary Hecke eigenfunctions, 
the way we did in the endoscopic example for 2SLG =  above (see formula (6.14)). 
Consider first the case when G  is a one-dimensional torus. The corresponding moduli space, the 
Picard variety Pic, breaks into connected components Pic Znn ∈, , and the Hecke eigensheaf σF  
corresponding to a one-dimensional l -adic representation σ  of the Weil group FW , breaks 
into a direct sum 
                                                           n
Zn
,σσ FF ⊕
∈
= ,      (6.15) 
 
where n,σF  is supported on Pic n . This is an analogue of the decomposition (6.6). Let σf  (resp., 
nf ,σ ) be the function on Pic ( )qF  (resp., Pic ( )qn F ) corresponding to σF  (resp., n,σF ). Then we have 
 
                                                                   ∑
∈
=
Zn
nff ,σσ . 
 
This is analogous to formula (6.10). We now wish to express the functions nf ,σ  in terms of 
(ordinary) Hecke eigenfunctions 
'σf , similarly to formula (6.14). 
This is achieved by a simple Fourier transform. Namely, for each non-zero number ×∈Cγ  (in what 
follows we identify lQ  with C) we define a one-dimensional representation γα  of FW  as the 
composition of the homomorphism 
                                                        ZWWres
qFf =→: ,      (6.16) 
 
obtained by restricting to the scalars FFq ⊂ , and the homomorphism  
  
                                                               
×→ CZ ,      γa1 . 
 
Now let γγ ασσ ⊗=  be the twist of σ  by γα . Then we have the following obvious formula 
 
                                                  ∫
=
−−
=
1
1
, 2
1
γ σσ
γγ
pi γ
df
i
f nn ,      (6.17) 
 
expressing the functions nf ,σ  as integrals of the ordinary Hecke eigenfunctions corresponding to the 
twists γσ  of σ  by γα , 1=γ . 
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In our most detailed example of A -branes corresponding to the elliptic curves in Section 2, we have 
considered some equations concerning a slightly different moduli space corresponding to ramified 
Higgs bundles. In this case the relevant moduli stack is ( )DISL pBun
Ο
,2
 which parametrizes rank two 
vector bundles on C  with determinant ( )DΟ  and a parabolic structure at a fixed point p  of C . It is 
instructive to look at how the story with L-packets plays out in this case. 
Let C  be again defined over qF . Then the set of qF -points of ( )DISL pBun
Ο
,2
 is isomorphic to the double 
quotient 
                                               ( ) ( ) 






×∏
≠ px
pxF IKASLFSL /\ 22 .      (6.18) 
 
(Note that also here FA  is the ring of adéles of F ). Here  ''' ppp KKI ∩=   is the Iwahori subgroup 
of ( )pFSL2 , and  ''xx KK =  for Dx ∈ , 'xx KK = , otherwise. Let us suppose that p  is a non-split 
point of C , with respect to the unramified covering CC →'  affiliated with an unramified 
homomorphism  2: OWF →σ . Then the local L-packet corresponding to p  and a homomorphism  
2: PGLWF →σ  constructed as above consists of two irreducible representations, 
'
ppi  and 
''
ppi , but 
now both ( ) pIp'pi  and ( ) pIp''pi  are one-dimensional.  
Let us fix the local factors pxx ≠,pi . Then we have two non-isomorphic irreducible representations 
of ( )FASL2 , 
                                                  
'
px
px
pipi ⊗⊗
≠
      and      ''px
px
pipi ⊗⊗
≠
. 
 
According to Theorem 1, only one of them is automorphic; that is, may be realized as a constituent 
of an appropriate space of functions on ( ) ( )FASLFSL 22 \ . However, their spaces of invariants with 
respect to the subgroup 
                                                                     ∏
≠
×
px
px IK  
 
are both one-dimensional. Therefore no matter which one of them is automorphic, we will have a 
one-dimensional space of Hecke eigenfunctions on the double quotient (6.18). Thus, the function on 
the set of qF -points of 
( )D
ISL p
BunΟ
,2
associated to a regular Hecke eigensheaf will be non-zero. Then, 
we obtain that the functions Df±  associated to fractional Hecke eigensheaves are also non-zero in 
this case. 
 
 
7. On some equations concerning the modular elliptic curves belonging the proof of  
Fermat’s Last Theorem. [3] 
 
Let ( )qNT ,1  be the ring of endomorphism of ( )qNJ ,1  generated by the standard Hecke operators. 
One can check that pU  preserves B either by an explicit calculation or by noting that B is the 
maximal abelian subvariety of ( )qNJ ,1  with multiplicative reduction at q. We set 
( )NJNJJ 112 )( ×= . More generally, one can consider ( )NJH  and ( )qNJH ,  in place of ( )NJ1  and 
( )qNJ ,1  (where ( )qNJH ,  corresponds to ( ) HqNX /,1 ) and we write ( )NTH  and ( )qNTH ,  for the 
associated Hecke rings.  
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In the following lemma if m  is a maximal ideal of ( )11 −Τ rNq  or ( )rNq1Τ  we use ( )qm  to denote the 
maximal ideal of ( )( )11 , +Τ rrq qNq  compatible with m , the ring   ( )( ) ( )1111 ,, ++ Τ⊂Τ rrrrq qNqqNq   being 
the sub-ring obtained by omitting qU  from the list of generators. 
 
LEMMA 1. 
 
If pq ≠  is a prime and 1≥r  then the sequence of abelian varieties  
 
                           ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )111111 ,0 21 +− →×→→ rrrrr qNqJNqJNqJNqJ ξξ     (7.1) 
 
where ( ) ( )( )∗∗ −= pipipipiξ oo rr ,2,11 ,   and  ( )∗∗= rr ,3,42 ,pipiξ   induces a corresponding sequence of p-
divisible groups which becomes exact when localized at any ( )qm  for which mρ  is irreducible. 
 
Now, we have the following theorem: 
 
THEOREM 2. 
 
Assume that 0ρ  is modular and absolutely irreducible when restricted to ( ) 





−
−
pQ
p
2
1
1 . Assume 
also that 0ρ  is of type (A), (B) or (C) at each pq ≠  in Σ . Then the map DDD R Τ→:ϕ  (remember 
that Dϕ  is an isomorphism) is an isomorphism for all D  associated to 0ρ , i.e., where 
( )ΜΟΣ⋅= ,,,D  with =⋅ Se, str, fl or ord. In particular if =⋅ Se, str or fl  and f  is any newform for 
which λρ ,f  is a deformation of 0ρ  of type D  then 
 
                                        
( ) ( ) ∞<Ο=Σ fDfD VQQH ,1 /#,/# η     (7.2) 
 
where fD,η  is the invariant defined in the following equation  ( ) ( ) ( )( )1ˆ, piηη == fD .   
 
We assume that  
 
                                        ( ) ( )Ο→= 2/: GLQQGalInd QL κρ     (7.3) 
 
is the p-adic representation associated to a character   ( ) ×Ο→LLGal /:κ   of an imaginary 
quadratic field L . 
Let 
∞
M  be the maximal abelian p-extension of ( )νL  unramified outside p .   
 
PROPOSITION 1. 
 
There is an isomorphism 
 
                      ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )LLGalunr KLMGalHomYQQH /1 /,/,/ ννν Ο→ ∞≈∗Σ     (7.4) 
 
where 1unrH  denotes the subgroup of classes which are Selmer at p and unramified everywhere else. 
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Now we write  ( )∗Σ nstr YQQH ,/1   (where ∗∗ = nYYn λ  and similarly for nY ) for the subgroup of 
( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }0111 /,0:,/,/ ∗∗∗Σ∗Σ =∈= nnppnunrnunr YYQinHYQQHYQQH αα   where ( )0∗nY  is the first step in the 
filtration under pD , thus equal to ( )∗0/ nn YY  or equivalently to ( )0nY λ∗  where ( )0∗Y  is the divisible 
submodule of ∗Y  on which the action of pI  is via 
2ε . It follows from an examination of the action 
pI  on λY  that  
 
                                           ( ) ( )nunrnstr YQQHYQQH ,/,/ 11 ΣΣ = .    (7.5) 
 
In the case of ∗Y  we will use the inequality 
 
                                       ( ) ( )∗Σ∗Σ ≤ YQQHYQQH unrstr ,/#,/# 11 .    (7.6) 
 
Furthermore, for n sufficiently large the map  
 
                                           ( ) ( )∗Σ∗Σ → YQQHYQQH strnstr ,/,/ 11     (7.7) 
 
is injective. 
The above map is then injective whenever the connecting homomorphism 
 
                                         ( )( )( ) ( )( )( )nKLHKLH
pp λνν Ο→Ο ∗∗ /,/,
10
 
 
is injective, which holds for sufficiently large n. Furthermore, we have 
 
                       
( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )∗∗∗ΣΣ = nnnpnstr nstr YQH YQHYQHYQQH YQQH ,# ,#,#,/# ,/# 0
0
00
1
1
.    (7.8) 
 
Thence, setting  ( )( )( )qt q ν−Ο= 1/#inf  if  1mod =λν   or   1=t   if  1mod ≠λν   (7.8b),  we get 
       
       ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )∏
Σ∈
∞Σ Ο⋅⋅≤
LLGal
qSe KLMGalHomt
YQQH /1 /,/#1,/# νννl     (7.9) 
 
where ( )∗= YQH qq ,# 0l  for pq ≠ , ( )( )∗
∞→
=
00
,#lim np
n
p YQHl .  This follows from Proposition 1, (7.5)-
(7.8) and the elementary estimate 
 
                                   
( ) ( )( )
{ }
∏
−Σ∈
ΣΣ ≤
pq
qunrSe YQQHYQQH l,//,/# 11 ,    (7.10) 
 
which follows from the fact that ( ) ( ) qQQGalunrq qunrqYQH l=/1 ,# .  (Remember that l  is the l -adic 
representation). 
Let fw  denote the number of roots of unity ζ  of L  such that fmod1≡ζ  ( f  an integral ideal of 
LΟ ). We choose an f  prime to p such that 1=fw . Then there is a grossencharacter ϕ  of L  
satisfying ( )( ) ααϕ =  for fmod1≡α . According to Weil, after fixing an embedding  pQQ a  we 
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can associate a p-adic character pϕ  to ϕ . We choose an embedding corresponding to a prime above 
p  and then we find  χκϕ ⋅=p  for some χ  of finite order and conductor prime to p. 
The grossencharacter ϕ  (or more precisely  LFN /oϕ ) is associated to a (unique) elliptic curve E 
defined over ( )fLF = , the ray class field of conductor f , with complex multiplication by LΟ  and 
isomorphic over C  to LC Ο/ . We may even fix a Weierstrass model of E over FΟ  which has good 
reduction at all primes above p . For each prime Β  of  F   above p  we have a formal group ΒEˆ , 
and this is a relative Lubin-Tate group with respect to ΒF  over pL . We let  Β= Eˆλλ  be the 
logarithm of this formal group. 
Let 
∞
U  be the product of the principal local units at the primes above p  of ( )∞fpL ; i.e., 
 
                                       ∏
Β
Β∞∞ =
p
UU
,
    where    Β=
←
Β∞ ,lim, nUU . 
 
To an element  
∞
←
∈= Uuu nlim  we can associate a power series  ( ) [ ]×ΒΒ ΤΟ∈Τ,uf  where ΒΟ  is the 
ring of integers of ΒF .  For Β  we will choose the prime above p  corresponding to our chosen 
embedding  pQQ a . This power series satisfies  ( )( )nun fu ωΒΒ = ,,   for all  ( )dnn 0,0 ≡>   where 
[ ]pLFd :Β=   and  { }nω  is chosen as an inverse system of  npi  division points of ΒEˆ . We define a 
homomorphism  Β∞ Ο→Uk :δ   by 
 
                                 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0,
ˆ
,
log
'
1
:
=ΤΒΒ Τ







ΤΤ
==
Β
u
k
E
kk fd
d
uu λδδ .    (7.11) 
 
Then 
                                        ( ) ( ) ( )uu kkk δτθδ τ =     (7.12)   for   ( )FFGal /∈τ   
       
where θ  denotes the action on  [ ]∞pE .  Now  pϕθ =   on  ( )FFGal / .  We want a homomorphism 
on 
∞
u  with a transformation property corresponding to ν  on all of  ( )LLGal / . We observe that 
2
pϕν =  on  ( )FFGal / .  
Let S  be a set of coset representatives for  ( ) ( )FLGalLLGal ///   and define 
 
                                           ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]∑
∈
Β
− Ο∈=Φ
S
uu
σ
σ νδσν 212 .    (7.13) 
 
Each term is independent of the choice of coset representative by (7.8b) and it is easily checked that 
 
                                                          ( ) ( ) ( )uu 22 Φ=Φ σνσ . 
 
It takes integral values in [ ]νΒΟ . Let ( )ν∞U  denote the product of the groups of local principal units 
at the primes above p  of the field ( )νL . Then 2Φ  factors through ( )ν∞U  and thus defines a 
continuous homomorphism 
                                                               
( ) pCU →Φ ∞ ν:2 . 
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Let 
∞
C  be the group of projective limits of elliptic units in ( )νL . Then we have a crucial theorem of 
Rubin: 
 
THEOREM 3. 
 
There is an equality of characteristic ideals as ( )( )[ ][ ]LLGalZ p /ν=Λ -modules: 
 
                                       ( )( )( ) ( )( )
∞∞∞
∧=∧ CUcharLMGalchar // νν . 
 
Let λνν mod0 = . For any ( )( )[ ]LLGalZ p /0ν -module X  we write ( )0νX  for the maximal quotient 
of Ο⊗
pZ
X  on which the action of  ( )( )LLGal /0ν   is via the Teichmuller lift of 0ν . Since 
( )( )LLGal /ν  decomposes into a direct product of a pro-p group and a group of order prime to p, 
 
                                   ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )LLGalLLGalLLGal /// 00 νννν ×≅ , 
 
we can also consider any ( )( )[ ][ ]LLGalZ p /ν -module also as a ( )( )[ ]LLGalZ p /0ν -module. In 
particular ( )0νX  is a module over  ( )( )[ ]( ) Ο≅0/0 νν LLGalZ p .  Also  ( ) [ ][ ]ΤΟ≅Λ 0ν . 
Now according to results of Iwasawa, ( )( )0νν
∞
U  is a free ( )0νΛ -module of rank one. We extend 2Φ  
Ο -linearly to  ( ) Ο⊗
∞ pZ
U ν   and it then factors through ( )( )0νν
∞
U . Suppose that  u  is a generator of 
( )( )0νν
∞
U  and β  an element of ( )0ν
∞
C . Then  ( ) βγ =− uf 1   for some  ( ) [ ][ ]ΤΟ∈Τf   and γ  a 
topological generator of  ( ) ( )( )0/ νν LLGal .  Computing 2Φ  on both u  and β  gives 
 
                                               ( )( ) ( ) ( )uf 22 /1 Φ=− βφγν .    (7.14) 
 
We have that ν  can be interpreted as the grossencharacter whose associated p-adic character , via 
the chosen embedding pQQ a , is ν , and ν  is the complex conjugate of ν . 
Furthermore, we can compute ( )u2Φ  by choosing a special local unit and showing that ( )u2Φ  is a 
p-adic unit. 
Now, if we have that  
                                           
( ) ( )( ) ∏
Σ∈
−
Σ ⋅ΩΟ≤
q
qfSe LYQQH lν,2/#,/# 021 , 
 
and                                                           ( )
{ }
∏
−Σ∈
⋅Ο
pq
qLh l/# ,    (7.15) 
 
where   ( )( )( )( )∗Ο⊕Ο= //,# 0 KKQH qq ψl   and Lh  is the class number of LΟ , combining these we 
obtain the following relation: 
 
                            
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ∏
Σ∈
−
Σ ⋅Ο⋅ΩΟ≤
q
qLfSe hLVQQH l/#,2/#,/# 021 ν ,    (7.16) 
 
where  ( )∗= VQH qq ,# 0l  (for pq ≠ ),  ( )( )∗= 00 ,# YQH ppl . (Also here, we remember that l  is p-
adic). 
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Let 0ρ  be an irreducible representation as in (5). Suppose that f  is a newform of weight 2 and 
level N, λ  a prime of fΟ  above p and λρ ,f  a deformation of 0ρ . Let m  be the kernel of the 
homomorphism  ( ) λ/1 fN Ο→Τ   arising from f .  
We now give an explicit formula for η  developed by Hida by interpreting ,  in terms of the cup 
product pairing on the cohomology of ( )NX1 , and then in terms of the Petersson inner product of 
f  with itself. Let 
                                     
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) fff NXHNXH Ο→Ο×Ο ,,:, 1111     (7.17) 
 
be the cup product pairing with fΟ  as coefficients.  Let fp  be the minimal prime of  ( ) fON ⊗Τ1  
associated to f , and let 
                                                      
( )( )[ ]fff pNXHL Ο= ,11 . 
 
If  ∑= nnqaf   let  ∑= nnqaf ρ .  Then ρf  is again a newform and we define ρfL  by replacing 
f  by ρf  in the definition of fL .  Then the pairing ( ),  induces another by restriction  
 
                                                         ( ) fff LL Ο→× ρ:, .    (7.18) 
 
Replacing Ο  by the localization of fΟ  at p (if necessary) we can assume that fL  and ρfL  are free 
of rank 2 and direct summands as fΟ -modules of the respective cohomology groups. Let 21,δδ  be 
a basis of fL . Then also 21,δδ  is a basis of  ff LL =ρ .  Here complex conjugation acts on 
( )( )fNXH Ο,11   via its action on fΟ . We can then verify that 
 
                                                                 
( ) ( )ji δδδδ ,det:, =  
 
is an element of fΟ  whose image in λ,fΟ  is given by ( )2ηpi  (unit). 
 
To give a more useful expression for ( )δδ ,  we observe that f  and ρf  can be viewed as elements 
of  ( )( ) ( )( )CNXHCNXH DR ,, 1111 ≅   via  ( ) ,dzzff a   zdff ρρ a .  Then { }ρff ,  form a basis for 
CL
ff Ο⊗ .  Similarly { }ρff ,  form a basis for CL ff Ο⊗ρ .  Define the vectors ( ),,1 ρω ff=  
( )ρω ff ,2 =   and write δω C=1  and  δω C=2   with  ( )CMC 2∈ .  Then writing ρffff == 21 ,  
we set  
                                          
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )CCff ji det,,det:, δδωω == . 
 
Now ( )ωω,  is given explicitly in terms of the (non-normalized) Petersson inner product ,  : 
( ) 2,4, ff−=ωω    where   ( )∫ Γℑ= N dxdyffff 1/, .  Hence, we have the following equation: 
 
                                             ( ) ( )
2
/ 1
4, 




−= ∫ Γℑ N dxdyffωω .    (7.19) 
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To compute ( )Cdet  we consider integrals over classes in ( )( )fNXH Ο,11 . By Poincaré duality there 
exist classes 21,cc  in  ( )( )fNXH Ο,11   such that  





∫ jc iδdet  is a unit in  fΟ .  Hence Cdet  generates 
the same fΟ -module as is generated by 












∫ jc ifdet  for all such choices of classes ( 21,cc ) and 
with { } { }ρffff ,, 21 = . Letting fu  be a generator of the fΟ -module 












∫ jc ifdet  we have the 
following formula of Hida: 
                                                  ( ) ×= ff uuff /, 22ηpi (unit in λ,fΟ ). 
 
Now, we choose a (primitive) grossencharacter ϕ  on L together with an embedding pQQ a  
corresponding to the prime p  above p such that the induced p-adic character pϕ  has the properties: 
  (i)  0mod κϕ =pp  ( =p  maximal ideal of pQ ). 
 (ii)  pϕ  factors through an abelian extension isomorphic to TZ p ⊕  with T  of finite order prime to  
        p. 
(iii)  ( )( ) ααϕ =  for ( )f1≡α  for some integral ideal f  prime to p. 
 
Let ( ) ff Np Ο→Τ= 10 :kerψ  and let  ( ) ( )NJpNJAf 101 /=  be the abelian variety associated to f by 
Shimura. Over +F  there is an isogeny   ( )dFFf EA ++ ≈ //  where [ ]ΖΟ= :fd . 
We have that the p-adic Galois representation associated to the Tate modules on each side are 
equivalent to ( ) pfFF KInd p ,0 Ζ⊗+ϕ  where pfpf QK ⊗Ο=,  and where ( ) ×Ζ→ pp FFGal /:ϕ  is the p-
adic character associated to ϕ  and restricted to F .We now give an expression for ϕϕ ff ,  in terms 
of the L-function of ϕ . We note that ( ) ( ) ( )χϕνν ˆ,2,2,2 2NNN LLL ==  and remember that ν is the p-
adic character, and ν  is the complex conjugate of ν , we have that:      
                           
( ) ( )ψχϕ
pi
ϕ
ϕϕ ,1ˆ,2
11
16
1
,
22
3 NN
Nq
LL
q
Nff
Sq
















−= ∏
∉
,    (7.20) 
 
where χ  is the character of ϕf  and χˆ  its restriction to L ;  ψ  is the quadratic character 
associated to L ;  ( )NL  denotes that the Euler factors for primes dividing N  have been removed;  
ϕS  is the set of primes q N  such that q = 'qq  with q | cond ϕ  and ',qq  primes of L , not 
necessarily distinct. 
 
THEOREM 4. 
 
Suppose that 0ρ  is an irreducible representation of odd determinant such that 00 κρ QLInd=  for a 
character 0κ  of an imaginary quadratic extension L  of Q  which is unramified at p. Assume also 
that: 
(i) ωρ =
pI0det ; 
(ii) 0ρ  is ordinary. 
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Then for every ( )φ,,, ΟΣ⋅=D  such that 0ρ  is of type D  with =⋅  Se or ord,   
 
                                                                         DDR Τ≅  
 
and DΤ  is a complete intersection. 
 
COROLLARY. 
 
For any 0ρ  as in the theorem suppose that  
 
                                                          ( ) ( )Ο→ 2/: GLQQGalρ  
 
is a continuous representation with values in the ring of integers of a local field, unramified outside 
a finite set of primes, satisfying 0ρρ ≅  when viewed as representations to ( )pFGL2 . Suppose 
further that: 
(i) 
pD
ρ  is ordinary; 
(ii) 1det −= kI p χερ  with χ  of finite order, 2≥k . 
Then ρ  is associated to a modular form of weight k . 
 
THEOREM 5. (Langlands-Tunnell) 
 
Suppose that  ( ) ( )CGLQQGal 2/: →ρ   is a continuous irreducible representation whose image is 
finite and solvable. Suppose further that ρdet  is odd. Then there exists a weight one newform f  
such that ( ) ( )ρ,, sLfsL =  up to finitely many Euler factors. 
 
Suppose then that 
                                                      
( ) ( )320 /: FGLQQGal →ρ  
is an irreducible representation of odd determinant. This representation is modular in the sense that 
over 3F , µρρ µ mod,0 g≈  for some pair ( )µ,g  with g  some newform of weight 2. There exists a 
representation 
                                       
( ) [ ]( ) ( ).2: 2232 CGLGLFGLi ⊂−Ζa  
 
By composing i  with an automorphism of ( )32 FGL  if necessary we can assume that i  induces the 
identity on reduction  ( )21mod −+ . So if we consider   ( ) ( )CGLQQGali 20 /: →ρo   we obtain an 
irreducible representation which is easily seen to be odd and whose image is solvable. 
Now pick a modular form E  of weight one such that ( )31≡E . For example, we can take χ,16EE =  
where χ,1E  is the Eisenstein series with Mellin transform given by  ( ) ( )χζζ ,ss   for χ  the quadratic 
character associated to ( )3−Q . Then  3modffE ≡   and using the Deligne-Serre lemma we can 
find an eigenform 'g  of weight 2 with the same eigenvalues as f  modulo a prime 'µ  above 
( )21 −+ . There is a newform g  of weight 2 which has the same eigenvalues as 'g  for almost all 
lT ’s, and we replace ( )',' µg  by ( )µ,g  for some prime µ  above ( )21 −+ . Then the pair ( )µ,g  
satisfies our requirements for a suitable choice of µ  (compatible with 'µ ). 
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We can apply this to an elliptic curve E  defined over Q , and we have the following fundamental 
theorems: 
 
THEOREM 6. 
 
All semistable elliptic curves over Q  are modular. 
 
THEOREM 7. 
 
Suppose that E  is an elliptic curve defined over Q  with the following properties: 
(i) E  has good or multiplicative reduction at 3, 5, 
(ii) For p = 3, 5 and for any prime pq mod1−≡  either qpE D,ρ  is reducible over pF  or qpE I,ρ  is  
      irreducible over pF . 
Then E  is modular.  
 
 
8. On some equations concerning p-adic and adelic numbers, p-adic and adelic strings.  
 
8.1 Measure and integration on the adelic space A  concerning the adelic study of the zeta function. 
[4] 
 
We take the case where ε=S  is a minimal regular model of elliptic curve E  over a global 
field k . We will assume the set −S  of horizontal curves in 'S  contains the image of the zero 
section of B→ε . To work with the zeta integral we will need measure and integration on ( )×× AA , 
and also on BB ×  and ( )×× BB . The central object of this subsection is an unramified zeta integral. 
The zeta integral will be an integral with respect to a measure on ( )×× AA . 
The space ×yA  coincides with the preimage of its image with respect to the projection map yp . 
Functions which we will integrate in the study of the zeta integral will all be constant on groups 
associated to 1yA . Hence, it is sufficient to work with an R -valued measure on ( )×× yy AA  which is 
the pullback with respect to ( )yy pp ,  of a normalized one dimensional adelic measure on 
( ) ( )( )×× ykyk AA , and with the measure on ( )×× AA  which is their tensor product. 
From the definition of A  we deduce that the multiplicative group ×A  is the restricted product of 
×
yA  with respect to ( ) ', SyOAy ∈× . Similarly to the definition of 0yy AA =  define an adelic space  
 
                             
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }2,1,,:,:
,,,
2
,
1
,
=∈∈=×
∈
mAKAA y
m
zxzx
m
zxyxzxzxyy
αααα .   (8.1) 
 
Define ( )×× AA  as the restricted product of ( )×× yy AA  with respect to  ( )××∩× yyyy OAOAAA . 
We define ( )×× yy AAµ  as the tensor product of the normalized local measures ( ) yxzxzx KK ∈×× ,,,µ . The 
definition of ( )×× yy AA  implies that ( )×× yy AAµ  is a real valued measure. Define ( )×× AAµ  as the tensor 
product of  ( ) ', Syyy AA ∈××µ . Define a space of functions ( )×× yy AAR  as the linear space generated by  
( ) ( )( )2
,
1
,
, zxzxyxy ffg ∈⊗=  with ( )yyyy pphg ,o=  for an integrable function yh  on ( ) ( )( )×× ykyk AA , and 
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such that ( )mzxf ,  is continuous on  ( ) zxzx KK
m
zxzx RcharfK
,
,
,,
, ∈×
×
 for all yx ∈  and ( ) 1
,
,
=×
zxO
m
zxf  for almost 
all 2,1, =∈ myx .  For  ( )××∈ ∈⊗= yy AAzxyxy Rff ,  define 
 
                                             ( ) ( )∏ ∫∫ ∈ ×× ×× = yx KKzxAAy zxzxyy dfdf ,,, µµ    (8.2) 
 
and extend by linearity to ( )×× yy AAR . 
Define a space of functions ( )×× AAR  as the linear space generated by  ySy f'∈⊗  with 
( ) ( )( ) ( )××∈= yy AAyyy Rfff 21 ,  such that  ySy f'∈⊗  induces a continuous map ( ) CAA →× ×  and  
 
                                                                 ( )∏ ∫∈ × ×'Sy AAy yydf µ    (8.3) 
 
absolutely converges in the compactified complex plane  { }∞∪C . 
For ( )××∈⊗= AAy Rff  with ( )××∈ yy AAy Rf  define 
 
                                                    ( ) ( )∫ ∏ ∫
∈
×× ××
=
'Sy
AAyAA yy
dffd µµ    (8.4) 
 
and extend by linearity to ( )×× AAR . 
Now we describe an exemple. Let  zxyxSy ff ,' ∈∈ ⊗⊗=  where for all non-archimedean zx,  
 
                                                    ( ),
,
2,,
,1,
1,,
,1 ,,
,
zx
zxc
zxzx
zxc
zx OtOt
s
zxzx
charf =    (8.5) 
 
and for all 'Sy ∈  0
,,
=mzxc  for almost all yx ∈ , ,2,1=m  and for almost all 'Sy ∈  ∏ ∈ =yx c zx mzxq 1,,, , 
.2,1=m  Define the components of f  over archimedean places as 
 
                                   ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )22
,
,
exp, βαpiβα ωωω yys yy ppef +−= ,   (8.6) 
 
for ( ) yy ,,, ωωβα Ο×Ο∈  where  is the usual absolute value, yp  is the projection map, 1=ωe  if ω  
is a real embedding and 2=ωe  if ω  is a complex embedding. Then 
 
                                ( )
( ) ( )∏∏∫
∈
−
∈
+−
×
Γ






−
=×
y
ys
zxnayx
sccd
zxAAy
s
q
qdf zxzxzx
yy
ω
ωµ ,
2
,,
, 1
12,,1,,,
,   (8.7) 
 
where for −∈ Sy  the factor  ( ) ( )2
,
2/ss sy Γ=Γ
−piω  if ω  is a real embedding and 
( ) ( ) ( )222
,
2 ss sy Γ=Γ
−piω   if ω  is a complex embedding. So we get 
 
                             ( )
( ) ( )∫ ∏ ∏ ∏
∈ ∈ ∈∈
−
+−
×
−
× Γ






−
=
' ,
,
2
,
, 1
12,,1,,,
Sy nayx Sy
ys
zx
sccd
zxAA
s
q
qfd zxzxzx
ω
ωµ .   (8.8) 
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The product of the Euler factors over 'Sy ∈ , up to finitely many removed, equals the square of the 
Hesse zeta function of ε . 
Now we define an ( )( )XR -valued translation invariant measure 
yy BB ×
µ on yy BB ×  which lifts the 
discrete counting measure on ( ) ( )ykyk × . Components of a measurable set with respect to this 
measure for almost all 'Sy ∈  are sets ( ) ( )ptpp yy 1, − . Define a measure yy BBSyBB ×∈× ⊗= µµ ' .  
For a subset 0S  of 'S  and  ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )yyyyKmzxzxzxyxyy ppgfQffffff zx ,,,,, ,,2,1, o=∈⊗=⊗= ∈   where  
( ) ( )( ) ( )myyyy gggg ,, 21=   are integrable functions on ( )ykA , define  ( ) ( )∫ × ×00 SS BB BBdf βµβ   as equal to 
( ) ( )( ) ( )∏ ∫∈ × ×0Sy ykyk ykykydg µ  and extend to the space generated by such functions. The right hand side 
can diverge if 0S  is infinite. Then, we have: 
 
                                    
( ) ( )∫ × ×00 SS BB BBdf βµβ  = ( ) ( )( ) ( )∏ ∫∈ × ×0Sy ykyk ykykydg µ .   (8.9) 
 
Since the measure on ( )yk  is discrete counting, we can take the induced by it measure on ( )×yk . 
Define the measure on ( )×× yy BB  as induced from the measure on yy BB × . So this measure is just 
the pullback with respect to ( )yy pp ,  of the discrete measure on ( ) ( )( )×× ykyk . Define the measure 
on ( )×× BB  as the induced from the measure on BB × . For a subset  ( ) ( )∏ −= yyy BppB 1,  of 
( )×× BB  and yff ⊗=  as above, define 
 
                                               ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∏ ∫ ×× =×B y B ykykyBB y dgfd µµ .   (8.10) 
 
Using the local transforms zx,F  one easily gets an adelic transform F . Define spaces AAA QQ ×,  as 
adelic version of the local space FQ . For a function AAQf ×∈  and a finite subset 0S  of 'S , 
( )××∈
00 SS AAα  we get a summation formula which follows from the one dimensional formula 
 
                          
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫× × ×−× =00 00 0000 1
1
SS SS
SSSSBB BB BBBB
dfdf βµβα
α
βµαβ .   (8.11) 
 
8.2   Zeta integrals.[4] 
 
We will define zeta integrals in the local case and then in the adelic case. The general formula 
for the zeta integral has a shape similar to the dimension one zeta integral: 
 
                                                            
( ) ∫= T µχχζ dgg t~,    (8.12) 
 
where g  is a function in the spaces R or Q, χ  is a quasi-character on the group which describes 
abelian extensions and tχ  is its pullback to a quasi-character on the group T , local or adelic, tildes 
and T  stand for a certain rescaling of the original functions and groups, the need for which is 
dictated by dimension two theory needs. If one prefers to ignore the higher class field theory and K-
delic objects, in the unramified theory without essential loss one can work with the zeta integral 
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( ) ∫= T µζ dgg ss 2/~, .   (8.13) 
 
First, we define rescaling local homomorphisms 'o  and an adelic homomorphism 'O . For a 
non-archimedean two dimensional local field F  with local parameters 12 ,tt  define 
 
                                          ,:' FFTo ×→     ( ) ( )2211212111 ,, utututut ljlj a ;   (8.14) 
 
in the archimedean case define 
 
                                    FFTo ×→:' ,     ( ) ( )2221112211 ,, uuuu αααααα a ,   (8.15) 
 
where  [ ][ ]ttEuE ii +∈∈ × 1,α   and  is the usual absolute value on E . Denote by o  the bijection 
( ) TTo →' . 
On the adelic side define  SSSzx AAToo ×→⊗= :'' , ,  and the inverse bijection  ( ) SS TToo →': . For 
T∈α  we will use the notation  ( )αα '~ o= . For a complex valued continuous function f  whose 
domain includes T  and is a subset of FF ×  form  ( ) CToof →':o , then extend it by continuity to 
the closure of ( )To'  in FF ×  and by zero outside the closure, denote the result by CFFfo →×: . 
Note that the closure of T  in FF ×  is Ο×Ο . Introduce an extension g~  of a function 
CFFfg o →×= :  as the continuous extension on Ο×Ο  of   
 
                           ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ ≤≤+= 31 212121 ,,,~ i iggg ναααααα ,   ( ) ×× ×∈ FF21,αα ,   (8.16) 
 
in the non-archimedean case, where  ( ) ( ) ( )11311211111 ,1,1,,, −−−− === tttt ννν  and as the continuous 
extension of of  in the archimedean case. So, for example, if ( )OtOt ljcharf 11 ,=  then ( ) 1, 21 =ααof  for 
( ) ×× ×∈ FF21,αα  only if  ,, 212211 ×∈∈ OtUt mk αα  lmjk ≥≥ , , hence of  is not a continuous 
function; but  ( )OtOt ljcharf 2121 ,
~
=   is. 
For a complex function g  on the adelic T  which is the tensor product of its local components zxg ,  
define g~  as the tensor product of the local zxg ,~ , and extend the definition to the space generated by 
such functions. We will have different rescaling on vertical and horizontal curves. For a curve y  
denote by yT ,1  the kernel of the module map on yT . Choose a set of representatives yy TM ∈  of 
yy TN =  which forms a group. So if ( )yk  is of positive characteristic then yN  is a cyclic group 
generated by yq , if ( )yk  is of characteristic zero then yN  is the multiplicative group of positive real 
numbers. Define a map TTOO y →⊗= :'
'
 curvewise : ( ) ( )αα '' oOy =  if y  is vertical, 
( ) ( )γγ momOy '' =  for yMm ∈ , yT ,1∈γ  if y  is horizontal. Put 
 
                                                    ( ),' TO=T    ( )yy TO'=T .   (8.17) 
 
If ( )yk  is of characteristic zero then yy T=T . Using the homomorphism t define for a function f  
on ( )FK t2  or on SJ  the function tf  is the pullback with respect to t to the local or adelic T . So 
t2
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is the module function  on T . Now, for a function FFRg ×∈  or ( )××∈ AARg  and a quasi-character 
( ) ×→ CFK t2:χ  or ×→ CJ S:χ , 1=SPχ  define a generic local zeta integral as 
 
                                        
( ) ( ) ( )( )∫ ××== To FFtdggg ' ~~,,, µχµχζχζ    (8.18) 
 
and an adelic zeta integral as 
 
                                       
( ) ( ) ( )∫ ××== T AAtSS dggg µχµχζχζ ~~,,, ', .   (8.19) 
 
For FFQg ×∈  and ( )××∈ AARg  the zeta integrals take complex values. 
For the local non-archimedean zeta integral in the case where ( ) 1=Oµ , we have that  
 
                  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )∫∑ ××× ×
∈
+
−
−
−
−=
OO FF
lj
Zlj
ljs uuduutututgqqg 212102111
,
21
,,,1, µχχζ ,   (8.20) 
 
where ,20
sχχ =  0χ  is of finite order and trivial on { }21,tt . If, moreover, for fixed lj,  the value 
( )2111 , ututg lj  is constant = ( )ljg ,0 , then 
 
                         ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )∑ ∫
∈
× ×
+
−
−
−
××
−=
Zlj OO
FF
ljs uuduutljgqqg
,
212100
21
,,,1, µχχζ .   (8.21) 
 
If ySy gg '∈⊗=  then 
     
                               
( ) ( )∏
∈
=
'
',
,,
Sy
yySS gg χζχζ ,      ( ) ( )∫ ××=
y
AAtyyy
dgg
T
µχχζ ~~, ,   (8.22) 
 
thence 
                                                 
( ) ( )∏ ∫
∈
× ×
=
'
',
~~
,
Sy
AAtySS
y
dgg
T
µχχζ .   (8.23) 
 
Write the quasi-character χ  as ∏ zx,χ . If, furthermore, zxyxy gg ,∈⊗= , then we have the following 
formulas. If y  is a vertical curve then ( ) ( )∏ ∈= yx zxzxzxyy gg ,,, ,, χζχζ  is the product of the generic 
local zeta integrals. If y  is horizontal in characteristic zero then ( ) ( )zxzxyx zxyy gg ,,, ,, χζχζ ∏ ∈=  
where the local factor equals   
                                                      ∫ ×× ×
zx zxzxzx
tT KKzxzx
dg
,
,,,
,,
~~ µχ    (8.24) 
 
and therefore differs from the generic local zeta integral defined above, since zxT ,  which differs 
from ( )zxTo ,'  unless zxF ,  is archimedean. If y  is horizontal in positive characteristic then introduce 
an auxiliary zeta integral  
                                          
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ××=
y yyT AA
s
y
s
y
a
y dgg αµααζ 2/2 ~, .   (8.25) 
 
The latter is the product of 
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                                                       ( ) ( )∫ ×× ×
zx zxzxT KK
s
y dg
,
,,
2/
~ αµαα ,   (8.26) 
 
to calculate which one can use the formulas for horizontal y  in characteristic zero. If  
 
                              
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∫∈ −× ×= y y yyNn T sAAnysyay ndmgg ,1 2/2 ~, γµγζ ,   (8.27) 
 
                                   yn Tm ∈ ,   nm yn = , then      ( ) ∑ ∈ −= yNn snsyy ncg 22,ζ . 
 
The adelic zeta integral diverges unless ε=S  corresponds to an elliptic curve over a global field, 
since otherwise yl , will take the same value different from 1 for infinitely many vertical curves. 
Now, we assume that ε=S  is a minimal regular model of elliptic curve E  over a global field k , 
(see pg.9) and that the set 'S  of curves contains the image of the zero section BS → . From Tate’s 
algorithm for the special fibre of a regular model of elliptic curve we know that for every point x  
on ε  there is a branch z  of a vertical y  passing through x  such that the finite residue field ( )xkz  
coincides with the residue field ( )xk  of x . 
Now we define a kind of a centrally normalized function f  for which the calculation of the adelic 
zeta integral is straightforward. Put 
 
                                                ySy ff '∈⊗= ,      zxyxy ff ,∈⊗=    (8.28) 
 
and define the local factors as follows. For non-archimedean ( )zx,  on vertical curves y  in a non-
singular fibre and horizontal curves in characteristic zero put  ( )zxzx OOzx charf ,, ,, = . On a vertical curve 
y  in a non-singular fibre yy ff =
~
 and  ( )( ) ( )ανα 1−= yyy ffF  with yy T ,1∈ν . On a vertical curve y  in 
a singular fibre define ( ) ( )( )αεα zxOOzx zxzxcharf ,,, ,,=  with  ( ) yzx T∈,ε , ( )zxzx c zxc zxzx tt ,, ',,1,,1, , −−=ε , such that for 
zxyxy ff ,∈⊗=  we have ( )( ) ( )ανα 1−= yyy ffF  with yy T ,1∈ν . On a horizontal curve y  in positive 
characteristic define ( ) ( )( )αεα zxOOzx zxzxcharf ,,, ,,=  with ( ) yzx T∈,ε  such that for zxyxy ff ,∈⊗=  we have ( )( ) ( )αρα 1~~ −= yyy ffF  with yy T ,1∈ρ . Over archimedean places  put 
 
                                     ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]44
,
exp, βαpiβα ωω yypry ppef +−= ,   (8.29) 
 
for  ( ) yy ,,, ωωβα Ο×Ο∈ . 
So then 
                                         ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]22
,
exp,~ βαpiβα ωω yypry ppef +−= .   (8.30) 
 
For a fixed archimedean σ  choose 0, >∈ Ryωη  equal each other, such that  
 
                                                          ∏ ==ω ωω ηη ω ynyey l2,2,    (8.31) 
 
where Qkn := . 
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For a horizontal y  in characteristic zero define yf  as having components ( )zxzx OOchar ,, ,   at non-
archimedean data and  ( ) ( )[ ]αηηα
ωωωω yy
pr
yy ff ,,,, ,=   at y,ω . Then on horizontal curves in 
characteristic zero we have  ( )( ) ( )αρα 1~~ −= yyy ffF   with  yy T ,1∈ρ . On vertical fibres put yy νρ ~=  and 
define 
                                                              ySy ρρ '∈⊗= .   (8.32) 
 
Now, using the previous formulas it is easy to obtain the following theorem of  ( )sf 2,ζ . 
 
THEOREM 
 
For every vertical curve y  we have 
 
                                                 
( ) ∏
∈
−
−








−
=
yx
s
zx
s
y
s
y q
f
2
,
1
2 1
1
, lζ .   (8.33) 
 
For every horizontal curve y  the zeta integral ( )sy f 2,ζ  is a meromorphic function which satisfies 
the functional equation ( ) ( )sysy ff −= 222 ,, ζζ   and which is holomorphic outside its poles of 
multiplicity two at 2,0=s  in characteristic zero and at 2,1 y
s
y qq =  in positive characteristic. For a 
horizontal curve y  in characteristic zero the zeta integral  ( )sy f 2,ζ  is the square of a one 
dimensional integral at  2/s  on ( )yk . 
 
Recall that the (unramified) zeta function of a scheme S  is  
 
                                                    
( ) ( )( )∏
∈
−
−
−=
'0
1
1
Sx
s
S xksζ ,   (8.34) 
 
where x  runs through the set of closed points on S . It is equal to the product ( )∏ ∈ 0Bb S sbζ , where 
bSS Bb ×= . It is easy to see that ( )sSζ  absolutely and normally converges on ( ) 2>sR . Classically 
we know even a stronger property: ( )sSζ  extends to a meromorphic function on ( ) 2/3>sR  with 
the only simple pole(s) at 2=s  in characteristic zero and 2qq s =  in positive characteristic. The 
previous theorem implies a comparison of the zeta integral and the square of the Hasse function of 
ε  which, in particular, implies the convergence of the zeta integral on the half plane ( ) 2>sR . 
 
COROLLARY 
 
On ( ) 2>sR       ( ) ( ) ( )22',2', , scf sSsS εεε ζζ = ,      ( ) ( ) ( )sSsSsS ccc 2',2',2', −= εεε . 
 
The first factor  ( ) ( )∏ ∈= 02', Bb bsS sc iε   where 
 
                                 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )∏ ∏∏
⊂ ∈
−
∈
−
−
−
−







−=
b by x
s
yx
s
z
s
yb xkxks
ε ε
221 11li ,   (8.35) 
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where y  runs through irreducible components of bε  without multiplicities. The factor ( )sbi  equals 
1 on all non-singular fibres bε . Furthermore, we have: 
 
                
( ) ∏ ∈= 02', , BbsS fεζ ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )2221 11 sxkxk
b by x
s
yx
s
z
s
y ε
ε ε
ζ∏ ∏∏
⊂ ∈
−
∈
−
−
−
−







−l .   (8.36) 
 
The second factor is the product of zeta integrals for horizontal curves and hence has a 
meromorphic continuation to the complex plane and satisfies the functional equation  ( ) ( )sSsS cc −−=− 22,2, εε   and is holomorphic outside its poles at 2,0=s  in characteristic zero and 
at 2,1 qq s =  in positive characteristic. The zeta integral ( )sS f 2', ,εζ   absolutely and normally 
converge on ( ) 2>sR . 
 
The general case of S  introduce a (renormalized) zeta integral  
 
           
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )∏ ∏
∈⊂ ∈
−
⋅





=
0
111
, ''\
,2,,2,
1
,2,,2', ,,,,
BbSy SSy
s
SyS
s
SyS
gs
BPBPBP
s
SSS
b
b
ggg ζζζζ f .   (8.37) 
 
For y  in a non-singular fibre bS  the y -factor 
s
y
−1l  of  ( )s
SyS
g
,2,
,ζ   is cancelled out by the b -factor 
of  ( )( ) 12,1 −gsBP fζ   which is equal to its inverse. Define f  similar to the function f  above. Similar 
to the previous calculation one deduces that for  ( ) 2>sR  the zeta integral  ( )s
SSS
f
,2',
,ζ   equals the 
product of  ( )( ) ( )2221 ss SgBP ζζ −   and of  ( )sSSc 2',   which is the product of exponential and Euler 
factors for vertical curves in singular fibres and of factors for horizontal curves in 'S . 
 
 
 
8.3 Adelic strings and zeta strings. [5] [6] [7] [8] 
 
Recall that the field of rational numbers Q  plays an important role in physics. On Q  there is the 
usual ( )
∞
.  and p-adic ( )
p
.  absolute value, where p  denotes a prime number. Completion of Q  with 
respect to 
∞
.  and 
p
.  yields the field of real ( )
∞
≡ QR  and p-adic ( )pQ  numbers, respectively. 
The set of all adeles A  may be given in the form 
 
                                 ( )SA
S
Α= U ,      ( ) ∏ ∏
∈ ∉
××=Α
Sp Sp
pp ZQRS .   (8.38) 
 
A  has the structure of a topological ring. Recall that quantum amplitudes defined by means of path 
integral may be symbolically presented as 
 
                                         ( ) ( ) [ ]∫ 





−= XXS
h
XAKA D1χ ,   (8.39) 
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where K  and X  denote classical momenta and configuration space, respectively. We note that 
( )aχ  is an additive character, [ ]XS  is a classical action and h  is the Planck constant. 
Now we consider the simple p-adic and adelic bosonic string amplitudes based on the functional 
integral (8.39). We know that the scattering of two real bosonic strings in 26-dimensional space-
time at the tree level can be described in terms of the path integral in 2-dimensional quantum field 
theory formalism as follows: 
 
             
( ) [ ] ( ) ( )∫ ∏ ∫
=
∞∞ 





×





=
4
1
2
0
2
41 ,
2
exp2exp,...,
j
jj
j
j Xkh
idXS
h
iXgkkA τσpiσpi µµD ,   (8.40) 
 
where ( ) ( ) ( )τστστσ ,...,, 2510 XXXX DDDD = ,  jjj ddd τσσ =2   and  
 
                                               [ ] ∫ ∂∂−= µαµασ XXdTXS 20 2    (8.41) 
 
with 1,0=α  and  25,...,1,0=µ . Hence, we obtain: 
 
       
( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∏ ∫∫
=
∞∞ 





×










 ∂∂−=
4
1
222
41 ,
2
exp
2
2
exp,...,
j
jj
j
j Xkh
idXXdT
h
iXgkkA τσpiσσpi µµµ
αµ
αD .     
                                                                                                                                    (8.41b) 
 
It is possible to obtain the crossing symmetric Veneziano amplitude 
 
                                         ( ) ∫ ∞∞∞∞ −= R
kkkk dxxxgkkA 3221 1,..., 241 .   (8.42) 
 
As p-adic Veneziano amplitude, the p-adic analogue of eq. (8.42) is 
 
                                        ( ) ∫ −=
pQ
kk
p
kk
ppp
dxxxgkkA 3221 1,..., 241 ,   (8.43) 
 
where only the string world sheet, parametrized by x , is p-adic. Expressions (8.42) and (8.43) are 
Gel’fand-Graev beta functions on R  and pQ , respectively. 
Now we take p-adic analogue of (8.40), i.e. 
 
            
( ) [ ] ( ) ( )∫ ∏ ∫
=






−×





−=
4
1
2
0
2
41 ,
11
,...,
j
jj
j
pjppp Xkh
dXS
h
XgkkA τσχσχ µµD ,   (8.44) 
 
to be p-adic string amplitude, where ( ) { }( )pp uiu piχ 2exp=   is p-adic additive character and { }pu  is 
the fractional part of pQu ∈ . In (8.44), all space-time coordinates µX , momenta ik  and world sheet 
( )τσ ,  are p-adic. Evaluation of (8.44) leads to the following equation: 
 
                ( ) ( ) ( )( )∏ ∫ ∑
= <






−+−
−
=
4
1
2222
41 log2
1
,...,
j ji
jijijipjpp kkhT
dgkkA ττσσχσ .   (8.45) 
 
Adelic string amplitude is product of real and all p-adic amplitudes, i.e. 
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( ) ( ) ( )∏∞=
p
pA kkAkkAkkA 414141 ,...,,...,,..., .   (8.46) 
 
In the case of the Veneziano amplitude and ( ) ( ) ( )SSji Α×Α∈τσ , , where ( )SΑ  is defined in (8.38), 
we have 
                     
( ) ∫ ∏ ∏ ∫ ∏
∈ = ∉
∞∞∞
××−=
R
Sp j Sp
pjp
kkkk
A gdgdxxxgkkA
4
1
2222
41
3221 1,..., σ .   (8.47) 
 
Hence, we take the adelic coupling constant as 
 
                                              ∏ == ∞
p
pA
ggg 1222 ,   Qg ∈≠0 .   (8.48) 
 
Furthermore, it follows that p-adic effects in the adelic Veneziano amplitude induce discreteness of 
string momenta and contribute to an effective coupling constant in the form 
 
                                                   ∏∏ ∫
∈ =
≥=
Sp j
jAef dgg
4
1
222 1σ .   (8.49) 
 
Like in ordinary string theory, the starting point of p-adic strings is a construction of the 
corresponding scattering amplitudes. Now, for the eq. (8.42) we can write also the following 
equations 
 
                               ( ) ∫ −∞−∞∞ −= R
ba dxxxgbaA 112 1,                                           (8.50) 
 
                
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) 




+Γ
ΓΓ
+
+Γ
ΓΓ
+
+Γ
ΓΓ
=
ac
ac
cb
cb
ba
bag 2                                            (8.51) 
 
                
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )c
c
b
b
a
ag ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ −−−
=
1112
                                                          (8.52) 
 
                
( )( )∫ ∏ ∫∫
=





 ∂∂−=
4
1
222 exp
2
exp
j
j
j XikdXXd
iXg µµ
µ
αµ
α σσ
pi
D ,      (8.53) 
 
where 1=h ,  pi/1=T ,  and  ( )
2
1 ssa −−=−= α ,  ( )tb α−= ,  ( )uc α−=   with the conditions  
8−=++ uts , i.e.  1=++ cba . 
The p-adic generalization of the expression (8.50) is 
 
                                           ( ) ∫ −− −=
pQ
b
p
a
ppp
dxxxgbaA 112 1, ,   (8.54) 
 
where 
p
.  denotes p-adic absolute value. In this case only string world-sheet parameter x  is treated 
as p-adic variable, and all other quantities have their usual (real) valuation. A further adelic formula 
is 
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( ) ( )∏ =∞
p
p baAbaA 1,,    (8.55) 
 
where ( )baA ,
∞
 denotes the usual Veneziano amplitude (8.50). Hence, we obtain the following 
equation 
                                           
( )∫ ∏ =− −∞−∞R
p
p
ba baAdxxxg 1,1 112 .   (8.55b) 
 
Now for the unified path integral approach to ordinary and p-adic N-point bosonic string amplitudes 
at the tree level, we have that 
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where ,...,,...,2, pv ∞=   ,25,...,1,0=µ   ,1,0=α  and  ( ) ( )iaa piχ 2exp −=
∞
,  ( ) { }( )pp aia piχ 2exp= .  
The above Lagrangian is 
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Note that this approach is adelic and based on the following assumptions: (i) space-time and matter 
are adelic at the Planck (M-theory) scale, (ii) Feynman’s path integral method is an inherent 
ingredient of quantum theory, and (iii) adelic quantum theory is a more complete theory than the 
ordinary one. Consequently, a string is an adelic object which has simultaneously real and all p-adic 
characteristics. The target space and world-sheet are adelic spaces. Adelic Feynman’s path integral 
is an infinite product of the ordinary one and all p-adic counterparts. The corresponding adelic 
string amplitude is 
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where ( )iAk  is an adele, i.e. 
                                                 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),...,...,, 2 ipiiiA kkkk ∞=    (8.59) 
 
with the restriction that ( ) p
i
p Zk ∈  for all but a finite set S  of primes p . The topological ring of 
adeles ( )iAk  provides a framework for simultaneous and unified consideration of real and p-adic 
string momenta. Adelic string amplitude contains nontrivial p-adic modification of the ordinary one. 
Now we consider the case CA →  with regard p-adic and adelic analysis. In this case functions are 
complex-valued while their arguments are adeles. The related analysis is used in adelic approach to 
quantum mechanics, quantum cosmology, quantum field theory and string theory. Many important 
complex-valued functions from real and p-adic analysis can be easily extended to this adelic case. 
Adelic multiplicative and additive characters are: 
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Since all except finite number of factors in (8.60) and (8.61) are equal to unity, it is evident that 
these infinite products are convergent. One can show that ( ) 1=xspi  if x  is a principal idele, and 
( ) 1=xχ  if x  is a principal adele, i.e. 
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It is worth noting that expressions (8.62) and (8.63) for 1=s  represent the simplest adelic product 
formulas, which clearly connect real and p-adic properties of the same rational number. In fact, the 
formula (8.62), for 1=s , connects usual absolute value and p-adic norms at the multiplicative 
group of rational numbers ∗Q . Maps CA →:Pϕ , which have the form 
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where ( )
∞∞
xϕ   are infinitely differentiable functions and fall to zero faster than any power of 
∞∞
x  
as ∞→
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x , and  ( )pp xϕ  are locally constant functions with compact support, are called 
elementary functions on A . All finite linear combinations of the elementary functions (8.64) make 
the set ( )AS  of Schwartz-Bruhat functions ( )xϕ . A  is a locally compact ring and therefore there is 
the corresponding Haar measure, which is product of the real and all p-adic additive Haar measures. 
The Fourier transform of the Schwartz-Bruhat functions ( )xϕ  is 
 
                                                    
( ) ( ) ( )∫= A dxxx ξχϕξϕ~     (8.65) 
 
and it maps ( )AS  onto ( )AS . The Mellin transform of ( ) ( )ASx ∈ϕ  is defined using the 
multiplicative character sx in the following way: 
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( )sΦ  may be analytically continued on the whole complex plane, except 0=s  and 1=s , where it 
has simple poles with residues ( )0ϕ−  and ( )0~ϕ , respectively. Denoting by Φ~  the Mellin transform 
of ϕ~  then there is place the Tate formula 
 
                                                            ( ) ( )ss −Φ=Φ 1~ .    (8.67) 
 
If we take   
                                                          
( ) ( )∏ Ω= ∞− p pppx xex 24 2 piϕ , 
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which is the simplest ground state of the adelic harmonic oscillator, then from the Tate formula 
(8.67) one gets the well-known functional relation for the Riemann zeta function, i.e. 
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Its interesting this connection between the harmonic oscillator and the Riemann zeta function. 
With regard the zeta strings, hence the Riemann zeta function applied to the strings, the equation of 
motion for the zeta string φ  is 
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which has an evident solution 0=φ . For the case of time dependent spatially homogeneous 
solutions one has to consider the equation of motion 
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In the weak field approximation ( )( )1<<tφ  the above expression ( ) φφφ ≈−1/  and (8.70) becomes 
a linear equation which can be written in the form 
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where θ  is the Heaviside function. Since 1
2
2
0 >




 kζ  when  20 >k   the equation (8.71) has 
solution only for ( ) 0~ 0 =kφ . This also means the absence of mass. 
Furthermore, with regard the coupled zeta strings φ  and θ  which are open and closed respectively, 
the equations of motion are: 
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9.  The P-N Model (Palumbo-Nardelli model) and the Ramanujan identities, solution applied 
to ten dimensional IIB supergravity (uplifted 10-dimensional solution) and connections with 
some equations concerning the Riemann zeta function. [9] 
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Palumbo (2001) has proposed a simple model of the birth and of the evolution of the Universe. 
Palumbo and Nardelli (2005) have compared this model with the theory of the strings, and 
translated it in terms of the latter obtaining: 
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A general relationship that links bosonic and fermionic strings acting in all natural systems. 
It is well-known that the series of Fibonacci’s numbers exhibits a fractal character, where the forms 
repeat their similarity starting from the reduction factor φ/1  = 0,618033 = 
2
15 −
 (Peitgen et al. 
1986). Such a factor appears also in the famous fractal Ramanujan identity (Hardy 1927): 
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 where                                                            
2
15 +
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Furthermore, we remember that pi  arises also from the following identity: 
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The introduction of (9.2) and (9.3) in (9.1) provides: 
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which is the translation of (30) in the terms of the Theory of the Numbers, specifically the possible 
connection between the Ramanujan identity and the relationship concerning the Palumbo-Nardelli 
model. 
 
a.  Solution applied to ten dimensional IIB supergravity (uplifted 10-dimensional solution). 
 
This solution can be oxidized on a three sphere 3S  to give a solution to ten dimensional IIB 
supergravity. This 10D theory contains a graviton, a scalar field, and the NSNS 3-form among other 
fields, and has a ten dimensional action given by 
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We have a ten dimensional configuration given by 
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This uplifted 10-dimensional solution describes NS-5 branes intersecting with fundamental strings 
in the time direction.  
Now we make the manipulation of the angular variables of the three sphere simpler by introducing 
the following left-invariant 1-forms of SU(2): 
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Next, we perform the following change of variables 
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It is straightforward to check that the 10-dimensional solution (9.6) becomes, after these changes 
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where we define  
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and, after re-scaling M, 
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We now transform the solution from the Einstein to the string frame. This leads to 
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We have a solution to 10-dimensional IIB supergravity with a nontrivial NSNS field. If we perform 
an S-duality transformation to this solution we again obtain a solution to type-IIB theory but with a 
nontrivial RR 3-form, 3F . The S-duality transformation acts only on the metric and on the dilaton, 
leaving invariant the three form. In this way we are led to the following configuration, which is S-
dual to the one derived above 
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                       33 HF = .          (9.14) 
 
With regard the T-duality, in the string frame we have 
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This gives a solution to IIA supergravity with excited RR 4-form, 4C . We proceed by performing a 
T-duality transformation, leading to a solution of IIB theory with nontrivial RR 3-form, 3C . The 
complete solution then becomes 
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We are led in this way to precisely the same 10D solution as we found earlier [see formula (9.14)]. 
With regard the Palumbo-Nardelli model, we have the following connection with the eq. (9.5): 
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          b.  Connections with some equations concerning the Riemann zeta function. 
 
We have obtained interesting connections between some solutions concerning ten dimensional IIB 
supergravity and some equations concerning the Riemann zeta function, specifying the Goldston-
Montgomery theorem.  
In the chapter “Goldbach’s numbers in short intervals” of Languasco’s paper “The Goldbach’s 
conjecture”, is described the Goldston-Montgomery theorem. 
 
THEOREM 1 
 
Assume the Riemann hypothesis. We have the following implications: (1) If 10 21 ≤≤< BB  and 
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Now, for show this theorem, we must to obtain some preliminary results . 
 
Preliminaries Lemma. (Goldston-Montgomery) 
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Lemma 3. 
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For to show the Theorem 1, there are two parts. We go to prove (1). 
We define 
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For the Lemma 5 and the parity of the integrand, we have that  
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For the substitution   XY log= ,   yu =− pi2   we obtain 
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Substituting X  with jX −2 , summarizing on j, Kj ≤≤1 , and using the explicit formula for ( )xψ  
with XXZ 3log=  we obtain 
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Furthermore, we put [ ]XK loglog=  and we utilize, for the interval KXx −≤≤ 21 , the estimate of  
Lemma 4 (placing KX −2  for X ). Thus, we obtain (1). 
Now, we prove (2). 
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Putting XX =1 ,  XY log= ,  
yYex +=  and using the explicit formula for ( )xψ  with XXZ 3log= , 
we obtain the equation (b).  
Now, we take the equations (9.6) and (9.14) and precisely 
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These results are related to  
2
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with the Lemma 3 of Goldston-Montgomery theorem. Then, we have the following interesting 
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hence the connection between the 10-dimensional solutions (9.5) and some equations related to the 
Riemann zeta function.  
From this the possible connection between cosmological solutions concerning string theory and 
some mathematical sectors concerning the zeta function, whose the Goldston-Montgomery 
Theorem and the related Goldbach’s Conjecture. 
 
                                                  10. Mathematical connections. 
 
Now we take the eq. (7.11) of Section 7. We note that can be related with the Godston-Montgomery 
equation, the ten dimensional action (9.5) and the relationship of Palumbo-Nardelli model (9.1) of 
Section 9, hence we have the following connection: 
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Now we take the eq. (7.20) of Section 7. We note that can be related with the equation regarding 
the Palumbo-Nardelli model and with the Ramanujan’s identity concerning pi . Hence, we have the 
following connections: 
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Now, we take the eqs. (8.44) and (8.47) of Section 8. We note that can be related with the Palumbo-
Nardelli relationship. Thence, we have the following connections: 
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While, if we take the eqs. (8.40), (8.69) and (8.73) of Section 8, we note that can be related with the 
Ramanujan’s identity concerning pi  and with Palumbo-Nardelli model. Then, we obtain the 
following connections: 
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Now, we take the eqs. (6.17) of Section 6 and eq. (7.20) of Section 7. We have the following 
connections: 
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With regard the eqs. (6.15) and (6.17) of Section 6, we have also the following connections with the 
eq. (7.20) of Section 7 and the eqs. (8.44) and (8.47) of Section 8: 
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Now, with regard the eqs. (5.1) and (5.9b) of Section 5, it is possible the following mathematical 
connections with the eq. (7.20) of Section 7 and with the eq. (8.47) of Section 8, hence: 
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                                                              Conclusion 
 
Hence, in conclusion, also for some mathematical sectors concerning the link between the structure 
of A-branes observed in the homological mirror symmetry and the classical theory of automorphic 
forms, can be obtained interesting and new connections with other sectors of Number Theory and 
String Theory, principally the p-adic and adelic numbers, the Ramanujan’s modular equations, 
some formulae related to the Riemann zeta functions, the modular elliptic curves and p-adic and 
adelic strings. 
Furthermore, also the fundamental relationship concerning the Palumbo-Nardelli model, a general 
relationship that links bosonic string action and superstring action (i.e. bosonic and fermionic 
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strings acting in all natural systems), can be related with some equations regarding the p-adic 
(adelic) string sectors and some sectors of Number Theory. 
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